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James E. Morrow Library 
Marshall University 
MARVIN L. STONE PAPERS 
Accession Number:  2007/07.0761 
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Locations:  Special Collections Department 
This collection was donated by Mrs. Marvin L. Stone In July 2007. 
Linear feet of shelf space:  41 
Literary Rights:  Not assigned to Marshall University 
Abstract: 
Personal papers of Marvin L. Stone. Marshall Alumnus, past editor of U.S. News and World 
Report, Deputy Director of the U.S. Information Agency during the Reagan Administration. He 
was founding president and chairman of the non-profit International Media Fund (IMF) in 
Washington, D.C, an organization that promoted free press in Eastern Europe and the Balkans. 
After the IMF, he spent a year in Europe on a Knight Foundation journalism fellowship, and then 
retired in 1996[?]. 
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Explanatory Notes: 
 
 [MLS] signifies that the contents of the folder(s) were initially gathered and filed together 
by Marvin L. Stone, though they might have been sub-arranged and divided into sub-folders by 
Richard Pitaniello during processing.  File names accompanied by [MLS] were taken verbatim 
from Marvin Stone’s labels. 
 Text in brackets ([ ]) are notes added by the archives for explanatory and/or filing 
purposes. 
[?] signifies that there is uncertainty about the dates, contents, spelling, or names of the 
folders. 
[sic] signifies that the labels provided by Marvin Stone contain errors in spelling, dates, 
or other information. 
“Bound by MLS” signifies that the contents of the folder were arranged by Marvin Stone 
and collected and bound in a binder in that specific order.  In those cases, the contents remain in 
their original order, though separated to get them to fit into file folders.  These folders are labeled 
“A”, “B”, “C”, etc to signify the original order.  “Bound folders” refers to folders arranged in 
packets or bound by a rubber band. 
Ellipses (...) are used when the file names provided by Marvin Stone are too long to fit 
neatly in a folder title.  The complete title appears in the finding aid on the first folder, and the 
abbreviated title on the folders(s) following. 
“MLS Folder” was used to signify unlabeled folders organized by Marvin Stone.  These 
are followed by [MLS] to signify that Marvin Stone gathered the contents. 
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CONTENTS AND SCOPE OF COLLECTION 
 
The contents of this collection are divided into six series, the first dealing with Stone’s 
education.  The middle four are based on Stone’s history of employment, and the last contains 
personal items and other materials that do not fit neatly into the other series. 
 
Series I (Education) contains assignments and notes from Marvin Stone’s classes, news 
clippings, and correspondence from the time he was studying in the programs, yearbooks, 
university publications and information about the institutions, as well as materials relating to his 
activities as an alumnus to those institutions.  This series also contains materials relating to his 
work at The Herald Dispatch.  The sub-series have been arranged in rough chronological order. 
 
Series II (International News Service, INS) contains drafts of news stories, mailers, 
telegrams and messages, editorial correspondence, some business information, articles, and news 
clippings.  The sub-series have been arranged mostly geographically, starting with items relating 
to the Far East, then Europe, and finally miscellaneous items that contain information relating to 
both.  These sections are also sub-arranged geographically.  There are some files relating to his 
work in the U.S. as well.  Most of the correspondence relates to business and editorial matters, 
but there are a few files of “Personal Correspondence” which appear to be unrelated to INS 
business.  However, the distinction between the two is sometimes blurry and leads to some 
overlap. 
 
Series III (U.S. News & World Report, USN + WR) is the largest series and the bulk of it 
is comprised of editorial correspondence dealing with people outside of U.S. News.  These files 
are arranged by year and then by last name, which is the filing system that Stone’s office used.  
There is also internal correspondence between workers and editors (arranged by year), which has 
mostly been separated although some is mixed in with editorial correspondence.  There are also 
editorials by Marvin Stone, press kits and information books for his travels, business information 
(much of which relates to the sale of U.S. News), two binders relating to the 50th Anniversary of 
U.S. News, as well as correspondence and booklets relating to the Science Service, for which 
Stone wrote articles. 
 
Series IV (United States Information Agency, USIA) consists mostly of press kits and 
briefing books relating to Stone’s travels.  However, there are also files relating to Congress, 
correspondence, telegrams and memorandums, materials relating to Marvin Stone’s appointment 
to Deputy Director and his statements before the Senate, as well as photographs and itineraries 
and also a subpoena in a civil case. 
 
Series V (International Media Fund, IMF) deals with Stone’s work to help Eastern 
Europe re-establish independent news media outlets following the collapse of the Soviet Union.  
The bulk of the collection is organized geographically.  It contains reports, correspondence, 
itineraries, some photographs, as well as information relating to public television, the American 
Women’s club, and the Public Diplomacy Fund. 
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Series VI (Personal) is for items that do not neatly fit into the other five series, and the 
disparity between the types of materials has led to an organization of the sub-series imposed by 
the archives.  It contains:  correspondence (including some from U.S. Presidents and politicians 
as well as Marshall’s professor of journalism Page Pitt), numerous photographs, materials 
relating to Stone’s service in the U.S. Navy and his work in the Pentagon, invitations, cards to 
Marvin Stone, awards won by Stone, Stone’s speeches, Stone’s unpublished book on Asia, items 
relating to Stone’s travels, credentials, itineraries and daily planners, video and audio tapes 
(including Marvin Stone’s roast as he left U.S. News & World Report), as well as books owned 
by Stone.  This series also contains non-prints items (such as match-boxes, coins, lapel buttons, 
& souvenirs) and oversized items (such as plaques, cards, photographs, & certificates). 
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BIOGRAPHY OF MARVIN L. STONE (1924-2000) 
 
Marvin L. Stone was born February 26, 1924 in Burlington, Vermont.  He attended 
Marshall University and graduated cum laude in 1947.  His undergraduate studies were 
interrupted by World War II, when he served as an officer in the U.S. Navy in the Pacific.  He 
worked for Huntington’s newspaper The Herald-Dispatch before entering the Columbia 
Graduate School of Journalism in 1949.   
 
From 1949 to 1958 he was employed by the International News Service (INS) where he 
was a correspondent in New York, Vienna, Paris, London, and Tokyo.  He covered the Korean 
War and French Indo-China War and would become the Far East Director of the INS.  He also 
wrote a widely published column titled “Asia Today” and covered the Olympic Games in 
Helsinki (1952) and in Australia (1958). 
 
After leaving INS, he won a Sloan Foundation Fellowship and studied science writing at 
Columbia University, where he authored a 10,000-word paper titled “Man in Space,” which was 
published by the Doubleday Science Program.  In 1959 and 1960, he was Special Assistant to the 
Chief of Army Research & Development at the Pentagon.   
 
In 1960, he joined the magazine U.S. News & World Report, where he would work for 
the next 25 years.  He was editor-in-chief from 1976 to 1985, and left U.S. News & World Report 
when it was sold to Mort Zuckerman.  Stone accompanied Presidents Ford, Carter, and Reagan 
in their travels, and was one of four journalists/panelists at the Carter-Reagan presidential debate 
in October 1980. 
 
Stone became Deputy Director of the United States Information Agency (USIA) for four 
years (1985-1989).  From 1989 to 1995, he was founding president and chairman of the non-
profit International Media Fund (IMF) in Washington, D.C, an organization that promoted free 
press in Eastern Europe and the Balkans.  After the IMF, he spent a year in Europe on a Knight 
Foundation journalism fellowship, and then retired in 1996[?]. 
 
Marvin Stone was married to Sydell (Terry) Stone and had three children:  Torren, Stacy, 
and Jamie.  He died in 2000 of cancer at the age of 76. 
 
Note:  This information is taken from:  a U.S. News & World Report obituary (May 15, 
2000); a Washington Post Obituary from May 3, 2000; as well as several biographies and CV’s 
from the following folders in the Stone Papers: 
• Series III (U.S. News & World Report); sub-series IIIi (U.S. News misc.), folder 18 (“MLS 
Bios” [MLS], Bios, Journalism Essays) 
• Series VI (Personal); sub-series VIn (other items), folder 1 (“MLS Biographical Information”) 
• Series VI (Personal); sub-series VIn (other items), folder 2 (“CV’s [MLS]) 
• Series VI (Personal); sub-series VIn (other items), folder 3 (“MLS Obituaries”) 
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Box 1 
• Series I:  Education 
• Sub-series Ia:  Burlington High School 
o Folder 1:  1941 Yearbook & Correspondence 
o Folder 2:  [50th Reunion, September 13 & 14, 1991] [MLS] [Note:  This contains 
a book, “Remarks by MLS,” a song sheet, Oread Insert, and correspondence] 
• Sub-series Ib:  Marshall 
o Folder 1:  Class work and Notes (undated, some dated 1941-1942)  
o Folder 2:  Political Science 402 (Early Political Theory) [MLS] , from an MLS 
Notebook, Fall 1947 [Note:  The headers inside this section say “Political 
Science 425”]  
o Folder  3:  History 402 (American Diplomacy) [MLS], from an MLS Notebook, 
Fall 1947 
o Folder  4:  History 530 (Civil War and Reconstruction) [MLS], , from an MLS 
Notebook, Fall 1947 [Note:  The headers inside this section say “History 508”] 
o Folder  5:  Marshall University [MLS] [contains correspondence, arranged 
chronologically] 
o Folder  6:  Correspondence and Photos [arranged in rough chronological order] 
o Folder  7:  Leaming, Daryl [MLS] 
o Folder  8:  50th Reunion 
o Folder  9:  Marshall Societies 
o Folder  10:  MU Publications & Articles 
• Sub-series Ic:  Herald Dispatch 
o Folder 1:  Truman Inauguration 1949, MLS Drafts and Notes 
o Folder 2:  Truman Inauguration 1949, Correspondence [arranged 
chronologically] 
o Folder 3:  Truman Inauguration 1949, Articles & News Clippings 
o Folder 4:  Truman Inauguration 1949, Programs and other items 
o Folder 5:  Notebook of MLS Clippings 
o Scrapbook [Herald Dispatch] [MLS] [Note:  contains news clippings of his stories] 
[OVERSIZED; moved to Box 38] 
• Sub-series Id:  Columbia University 1948-1949 
o Folder 1:  Admissions, 1948-1949 
o Folder 2:  Class work (1948-1949 [?]) 
o Folder 3:  Class work (1948-1949 [?]) 
o Folder 4:  Class work (1948-1949 [?]) 
o [Scrapbook]:  1948-1949  Sunday Coverage of Church Sermons while at 
Columbia J School [MLS] [OVERSIZED; moved to Box 38] 
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o Folder 5:  Eddie Oliver article 1949 
o Folder 6:  Harlem Relocation Article, Drafts 
o Folder 7: Harlem Relocation Article; Notes, Articles, & Info 
o Folder 8:  Articles 
o Folder 9:  Correspondence [arranged in rough chronological order] 
o Folder 10:  Handbook:  Graduate School of Journalism, Columbia University 
o Folder 11:  Items in other categories 
• Sub-series 1e:  Columbia University, Fellowship 1958 (Advanced 
Science Writing Program) 
o Folder 1:  Articles 
o Folder 2:  Correspondence [arranged in rough chronological order] 
o Folder 3:  Steven, Bill [MLS] [Note:  contains correspondence around the time Stone 
was in Columbia] 
o Folder 4:  University Info 
o Folder 5:  Items in other categories 
• Sub-series If:  Columbia University (as alumnus [?]) 
o Folder 1:  Class of 1949 [MLS], Correspondence and Info [arranged 
chronologically] 
o Folder 2:  Class of 1949 [MLS], Question Sheets [arranged according to the 
numbers written at the top of each sheet.  # 59 seems to be missing.  Contains 
some correspondence with questionnaires from specific people.] 
o Folder 3:  Class of 1949 [MLS], Committee to Restore Togetherness [arranged 
in rough chronological order] 
o Folder 4:  Class of 1949 [MLS], Journalism Fund 
o Folder 5:  Class of 1949 [MLS], The Forty-Niner [a newsletter] 
o Folder 6:  Other Correspondence, Newsletters, publications, and Info 
o Folder 7:  Other Correspondence, Newsletters, publications, and Info 
• Sub-series Ig:  Book Reviews 
o Folder 1:  institution unknown  
Box 2 
• Series II:  International News Service & Pentagon 
• Sub-series IIa:  Far East, Formosa 
o Folder 1:  Formosa [MLS], MLS Articles, undated & 1952-1954 
o Folder 2:  Formosa [MLS], MLS Articles, 1955-1958 
o Folder 3:  Formosa [MLS], Articles, undated & 1955 
o Folder 4:  Formosa [MLS], Mailers--Taipei 
o Folder 5:  Formosa [MLS], Mailers--Tokyo & unknown 
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o Folder 6:  Formosa [MLS], Messages 
o Folder 7:  Formosa [MLS], Notes & itineraries 
• Sub-series IIb:  Far East, Japan 
o Folder 1:  Japan [MLS], MLS Articles, Jan 1953-March 1958 
o Folder 2:  Japan [MLS], Articles, Dec 1952-April 1956 
o Folder 3:  Japan [MLS], Dien Bien Phu, Stone’s articles, April 1954 
o Folder 4:  Japan [MLS], Articles in other languages 
o Folder 5:  Japan [MLS], Mailers (Tokyo) 
o Folder 6:  Mailers—Tokyo 
o Folder 7:  Clips; mostly Japan (personal); also Huntington W.Va. [MLS], Japan 
o Folder 8:  Clips; mostly Japan (personal); also Huntington W.Va. [MLS], W.Va. 
o Folder 9:  Clips; mostly Japan (personal); also Huntington W.Va. [MLS], 
Correspondence 
o Folder 10:  Foreign Correspondents Club of Japan, Personal [MLS] [Note:  
Contains an interview in a Hong Kong paper and a letter about the Foreign 
Correspondence Club of Japan]  
o Folder 11:  Foreign Correspondents Club & Korea War Correspondents, info & 
tickets  
• Sub-series IIc:  Far East, Korea 
o Folder 1:  Korea [MLS], MLS Articles, Undated 
o Folder 2:  Korea [MLS], MLS Articles, 1953-1954 
o Folder 3:  Korea [MLS], MLS Articles, 1955 
o Folder 4:  Korea [MLS], MLS Articles, 1956-1957 
o Folder 5:  Korea [MLS], Mailers, Seoul 
o Folder 6:  Korea [MLS], Mailers, Tokyo 
o Folder 7:  Korea [MLS], Messages  
o Folder 8:  Korea [MLS], Editorial correspondence 
o Folder 9:  Korea [MLS], Personal mention 
o Folder 10:  Korea [MLS], MLS Folder [Korea War Correspondents] [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  Korea War Correspondents, Korea Reunion [MLS] 
o Folder 12:  Korea War Correspondents, Korea War Correspondents 40th Reunion, 
July, 1993 [MLS] 
o Folder 13:  Korea [2] [MLS], MLS Articles, Undated 
o Folder 14:  Korea [2] [MLS], MLS Articles, May 1953-June 1957 
o Folder 15:  Other mailers, Seoul  
• Sub-series IId:  Far East,  Vietnam 
o Folder 1:  Vietnam [MLS], MLS Articles, 1954-1956 
o Folder 2:  Vietnam [MLS], Dien Bien Phu articles by MLS, 1954-1955 
o Folder 3:  Vietnam [MLS], Articles, May 1954-Oct 1959 
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o Folder 4:  Vietnam [MLS], Mailers, Hanoi 
o Folder 5:  Vietnam [MLS], Mailers; LucNam, Haiphong, and Saigon 
o Folder 6:  Vietnam [MLS], Messages and editorial correspondence 
o Folder 7:  Vietnam [MLS]Notes, Invitations, & Pamplets 
o Folder 8:  Indo-China 1955, “Dien Bien Phu” [MLS], MLS Articules, April 27-
May 8 1954 
o Folder 9:  Indo-China 1955, “Dien Bien Phu” [MLS], Mailers, Hanoi 
o Folder 10:  Indo-China 1955, “Dien Bien Phu” [MLS], Mailers, LunNam & Fort 
LucNam 
o Folder 11:  Indo-China 1955, “Dien Bien Phu” [MLS], Mailers, Other locations 
[alphabetized by place] 
o Folder 12:  Indo-China 1955, “Dien Bien Phu” [MLS], Messages and telegrams 
o Folder 13:  Indo-China 1955, “Dien Bien Phu” [MLS], Editorial correspondence, 
telegrams, notes, messages  
o Folder 14:  Other mailers, Hanoi 
• Sub-series IIe:  Far East Stories 
o Folder 1:  Release of U.S. Medical Missionaries from Red China Captivity (at 
Honk Kong, 1952) [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  Release of U.S. Medical Missionaries from Red China Captivity (at 
Honk Kong, 1952) [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  Tachen Evacuation [MLS] 
o Folder 4:  Article and Drafts (“Tiger on a Tightrope”) 
• Sub-series IIf:  Far East Misc 
o Folder 1:  AA Conference, Bandung 18-24 April 1955 [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  UMD-AJCB [MLS], MLS Articles, undated [Note:  What this title 
means is unclear]. 
o Folder 3:  UMD-AJCB [MLS], MLS Articles, Aug 1953-Feb 1958 
o Folder 4:  UMD-AJCB [MLS], Articles, 1953 
o Folder 5:  UMD-AJCB [MLS], Mailers--Outpost Mazie & Washington 
o Folder 6:  UMD-AJCB [MLS], Mailers--Tokyo 
o Folder 7:  UMD-AJCB [MLS], Messages & skedded [?] 
o Folder 8:  Asia-Misc [MLS], Articles, editorial correspondence, & notes  
o Folder 9:  Asia-Misc [MLS], Mailers--Hong Kong 
o Folder 10:  Asia-Misc [MLS], Mailers--Karachi & Sydney 
o Folder 11:  Asia-Misc [MLS], Mailers--Okinawa 
o Folder 12:  Asia-Misc [MLS], Mailers--Tokyo 
o Folder 13:  Asia-Misc [MLS], Messages 
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Box 3 
o Folder 14:  Misc Asia [MLS], MLS Articles, Undated 
o Folder 15:  Misc Asia [MLS], MLS Articles, Dec 1952-Oct 1955 
o Folder 16:  Misc Asia [MLS], MLS Articles, May 1956-March 1958 
o Folder 17:  Clippings/misc. MLS bylines [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 18:  Clippings/misc. MLS bylines [MLS], Mailers--Manilla 
o Folder 19:  Clippings/misc. MLS bylines [MLS], Mailers--Tokyo & Bacoor 
o Folder 20:  Clippings/misc. MLS bylines [MLS], Messages 
o Folder 21:  Miscellaneous (mainly Far East) [MLS], Articles  
o Folder 22:  Miscellaneous (mainly Far East) [MLS], Mailers (New York and 
Manilla) 
o Folder 23:  Miscellaneous (mainly Far East) [MLS], Messages 
o Folder 24:  Miscellaneous (mainly Far East) [MLS], Editorial correspondence, 
undated 
o Folder 25:  Miscellaneous (mainly Far East) [MLS], Editorial correspondence, 
Dec 1948 – Mar 1960 [arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 26:  Miscellaneous (mainly Far East) [MLS], Personal correspondence 
(undated and 1952-1958) 
o Folder 27:  Miscellaneous (mainly Far East) [MLS], Personal mention 
o Folder 28:  Miscellaneous (mainly Far East) [2] [MLS] 
o Folder 29:  Signed stories [MLS],Mailers, Bandung, London, & Cleveland [Note:  
(includes some Olympic material)] 
o Folder 30:  Signed stories [MLS], mailers, Tokyo 
o Folder 31:  Signed stories [MLS], mailers, Vienna 
o Folder 32:  Signed stories [MLS], messages & two articles by MLS (Undated) 
o Folder 33:  Language [MLS], clippings and drafts 
o Folder 34:  MLS Folder [MLS], clippings, drafts, & mail 
o Folder 35:  Articles, 1950s 
o Folder 36:  Other mailers, Manila 
o Folder 37:  Other mailers, Other locations (alphabetized by place) 
o Folder 38:  Other mailers, Place Unknown  
o Folder 39:  Other mailers, bound by MLS, Binder 1 [MLS], part 1 
o Folder 40:  Other mailers, bound by MLS, Binder 1 [MLS], part 2 
o Folder 41:  Other mailers, bound by MLS, Binder 2 [MLS], part 1 
o Folder 42:  Other mailers, bound by MLS, Binder 3 [MLS], part 2 
o Folder 43:  Other messages 
o Folder 44:  Other Messages 
• Sub-series IIg:  New York & America 
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o Folder 1:  Mailers 
• Sub-series IIh:  Europe, Baltics 
o Folder 1:  Baltics [MLS], MLS Articles, Undated 
o Folder 2:  Baltics [MLS], MLS Articles, Aug 1957-March 1958 
o Folder 3:  Baltics [MLS], Mailers, Tokyo & Hong Kong 
o Folder 4:  Baltics [MLS], Messages 
• Sub-series IIi:  Europe, Frankfurt 
o Folder 1:  Frankfurt Bureau file copies {Mr. Marvin Stone} [MLS] 
• Sub-series IIj:  Europe, London 
o Folder 1:  MLS—Schedule, Atom Series [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  Flying Enterprise [MLS?], MLS Articles (Jan 2 – Jan 14 1952 
o Folder 3:  Flying Enterprise [MLS?], Articles (undated & Jan 3 – Jan 15 1952) 
o Folder 4:  Flying Enterprise [MLS?], Mailers 
o Folder 5:  Flying Enterprise [MLS?], Pamphlets and Info 
o Folder 6:  Other Mailers 
o Folder 7:  Messages 
o Folder 8:  Editorial mail (April – July 1952) 
• Sub-series IIk:  Europe, Paris 
o Folder 1:  Editorial correspondence and mailers 
• Sub-series II l:  Europe, Vienna 
o Folder 1:  Vogeler, MLS Articles, April 23 – April 30 1951 
o Folder 2:  Vogeler, Articles, April 22 – May 6, 1951 
o Folder 3:  Vogeler, Messages 
o Folder 4:  Vogeler, Editorial mail 
o Folder 5:  INS Scrap book (1950-1951) [MLS] 
Box 4 
o Folder 6:  Mailers [bound by MLS?], 1950, folder 1a 
o Folder 7:  Mailers [bound by MLS?], 1950, folder 1b 
o Folder 8:  Mailers 1950 
o Folder 9:  Mailers [bound by MLS?], 1950-1951, folder 1a 
o Folder 10:  Mailers [bound by MLS?], 1950-1951, folder 1b 
o Folder 11:  Mailers, 1951-1952 
o Folder 12:  Mailers, other parts of Austria 
o Folder 13:  Vienna Messages, 1950 [bound by MLS?], folder 1a 
o Folder 14:  Vienna Messages, 1950 [bound by MLS?], folder 1b 
o Folder 15:  Vienna Messages, 1950 
o Folder 16:  Vienna messages, 1951 
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o Folder 17:  Other messages 
o Folder 18:  Vienna expense accounts [1950-1951] 
• Sub-series II m:  Europe, Olympics 
o Folder 1:  MLS Articles, February 14-25 1952 
o Folder 2:  MLS Articles, July 14-26 1952 
o Folder 3:  Articles, February 1952 
o Folder 4:  Mailers, London & Melbourne 
o Folder 5:  Mailers, Olso 
o Folder 6:  “Olympic Messages” [MLS] 
o Folder 7:  Messages 
o Folder 8:  Brochures 
o Folder 9:  Other Articles, messages, & correspondence 
• Sub-series II n:  Correspondence 
o Folder 1:  Visiting Firemen [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  Visiting Firemen [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  Messages 
o Folder 4:  MLS folder (correspondence) [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  Editorial Correspondence , undated 
o Folder 6:  Editorial Correspondence, May 1950 – March 1958 
o Folder 7:  Europe [?], Editorial Correspondence, undated 
o Folder 8:  Europe [?], Editorial Correspondence, 1950 
o Folder 9:  Europe [?], Editorial Correspondence, 1951 
o Folder 10:  Europe [?], Editorial Correspondence, 1952-1957 
o Folder 11:  Other Editorial Correspondence, undated 
Box 5 
o Folder 12:  Other Editorial Correspondence, Jan 1949 - Jan 1953 
o Folder 13:  Other Editorial Correspondence, 1956-1959 
o Folder 14:  Misc Personal Correspondence, undated 
o Folder 15:  Misc Personal Correspondence, April 1950-May 1952 
• Sub-series II o:  INS Misc 
o Folder 1:  MLS Articles, Undated 
o Folder 2:  MLS Articles, 1948-1950 
o Folder 3:  MLS Articles, 1951 
o Folder 4:  MLS Articles, 1952 
o Folder 5:  MLS Articles, 1953 
o Folder 6:  MLS Articles, 1954 
o Folder 7:  MLS Articles, 1955, Jan-March 
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o Folder 8:  MLS Articles, 1955, April 
o Folder 9:  MLS Articles, 1955, May-Dec 
o Folder 10:  MLS Articles, 1956 
o Folder 11:  MLS Articles, 1957 
o Folder 12:  MLS Articles, 1958 
o Folder 13:  MLS Articles, Articles with comments 
o Folder 14:  Articles, Undated 
o Folder 15:  Articles, 1949-1978 
o Folder 16:  Articles in other languages 
o Folder 17:  Photos 
o Folder 18:  Personal Mention, Undated 
o Folder 19:  Personal Mention, 1949-1957 
o Folder 20:  Business, Expense Accounts [MLS], 1957-1958 
o Folder 21:  Business, INS merger with UP [MLS] 
o Folder 22:  Repertoire [Europe notebook] [MLS] 
o Folder 23:  [Clippings & Mailers] [MLS] 
o Folder 24:  Miscellany--sayings, descriptions, etc [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 25:  Miscellany--sayings, descriptions, etc [MLS]; messages, telegrams, & 
papers 
o Folder 26:  “I.N.S.” [MLS]; clippings, correspondence, story drafts, editorial mail 
o Folder 27:  Personal [2] [MLS], MLS Articles [arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 28:  Personal [2] [MLS], MLS Drafts, Statements, & Essays 
o Folder 29:  Personal [2] [MLS], Articles [arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 30:  Personal [2] [MLS], Correspondence & Photos 
o Folder 31:  Personal [2] [MLS], [Clipped items] [MLS] [Notes:  relates to INS, 
Far East] 
o Folder 32:  Marvin Stone bios (1954) 
o Folder 33:  MLS & World Magazine  
o Folder 34:  World Magazine, a good venture [MLS] 
o Folder 35:  Tickets, credential, papers, & humor 
o The Story of International News Service [OVERSIZED; moved to Boxes 38 & 40] 
Box 6 
• Series III:  U.S. News & World Report 
• Sub-series IIIa:  Editorials 
o Folder 1:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], April 1976 – Jan 1978  
o Folder 2:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], Jan – Dec 1978 
o Folder 3:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], Jan – Dec 1979 
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o Folder 4:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], Jan – Dec 1980 
o Folder 5:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], Jan – Dec 1981 
o Folder 6:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], Jan – Dec 1982 
o Folder 7:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], Jan – Dec 1983 
o Folder 8:  Editorials 1982-1983 [MLS], Info, Correspondence, & Transcripts 
o Folder 9:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], Jan – Dec 1984 
o Folder 10:  The Editorials of Marvin L. Stone [MLS], Jan – April 1985 
o Folder 11:  MLS editorials, mostly reprints, undated & 1966-1979 
o Folder 12:  MLS editorials, mostly reprints, 1980 
o Folder 13:  MLS editorials, mostly reprints, 1981 
o Folder 14:  MLS editorials, mostly reprints, 1982 
o Folder 15:  MLS editorials, mostly reprints, 1983 – 1985 
o Folder 16:  Editorial reprint possibilities:  What are we planting [MLS]  
o Folder 17:  Europe Editorial (others) [MLS] 
o Folder 18:  Neutron Bomb [MLS], Articles, undated 
o Folder 19:  Neutron Bomb [MLS], Oct 1959 – June 1963 
o Folder 20:  Neutron Bomb [MLS], Editorial correspondence (May 1960) 
o Folder 21:  Neutron Bomb [MLS], Mailers, drafts, & notes 
• Sub-series IIIb:  MLS Correspondence 
• Folder 1:  1960, A-Z [MLS]  
• Folder 2:  1961-1963 [MLS] 
• Folder 3:  1964, A-Z [MLS] 
• Folder 4:  1965, A-Z [MLS] 
• Folder 5:  1966, A-Z [MLS] 
• Folder 6:  1967, A-Z [MLS] 
• Folder 7:  1968, A-Z [MLS] 
• Folder 8:  1971-1973 [MLS] 
• Folder 9:  1974, A-Z [MLS] 
• Folder 10: 1975, A-Z [MLS] 
• Folder 11:  1976, A-B [MLS] 
• Folder 12:  1976, C-D [MLS] 
• Folder 13:  1976, E-G [MLS] 
• Folder 14:  1976, H-K [MLS] 
• Folder 15:  1976, L-O [MLS] 
• Folder 16:  1976, P-R [MLS] 
• Folder 17:  1976, S [MLS] 
• Folder 18:  1976, T-V [MLS] 
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• Folder 19:  1976, W-Z [MLS] 
• Folder 20:  1977, A [MLS] 
• Folder 21:  1977, BA-BD [MLS] 
• Folder 22:  1977, BE-BZ [MLS] 
• Folder 23:  1977, CA-CN [MLS] 
• Folder 24:  1977, CO-CZ [MLS] 
• Folder 25:  1977, D [MLS] 
• Folder 26:  1977, E-F [MLS] 
• Folder 27:  1977, G [MLS] 
Box 7 
• Folder 28:  1977, H [MLS] 
• Folder 29:  1977, I-K [MLS] 
• Folder 30:  1977, L [MLS] 
• Folder 31:  1977, M [MLS] 
• Folder 32:  1977, N-O [MLS] 
• Folder 33:  1977, P-Q [MLS] 
• Folder 34:  1977, R [MLS] 
• Folder 35:  1977, S [MLS] 
• Folder 36:  1977, T-V [MLS] 
• Folder 37:  1977, W-Z [MLS] 
o Folder 38:  1978, A [MLS] 
o Folder 39:  1978, B [MLS] 
o Folder 40:  1978, C [MLS] 
o Folder 41:  1978, DA-DH [MLS] 
o Folder 42:  1978, DI-DZ [MLS] 
o Folder 43:  1978, E [MLS] 
o Folder 44:  1978, F [MLS] 
o Folder 45:  1978, G [MLS] 
o Folder 46:  1978, H-I [MLS] 
o Folder 47:  1978, J [MLS] 
o Folder 48:  1978, K [MLS] 
o Folder 49:  1978, LA-LT [MLS] 
o Folder 50:  1978, LU-LZ [MLS] 
o Folder 51:  1978, MA-MD [MLS] 
o Folder 52:  1978, ME-MZ [MLS] 
o Folder 53:  1978, N-O [MLS] 
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Box 8 
o Folder 54:  1978, P-Q [MLS] 
o Folder 55:  1978, RA-RN [MLS] 
o Folder 56:  1978, RO-RZ [MLS] 
o Folder 57:  1978, SA-SG [MLS] 
o Folder 58:  1978, SH-SO [MLS] 
o Folder 59:  1978, SP-SZ [MLS] 
o Folder 60:  1978, T-V [MLS] 
o Folder 61:  1978, WA-WG [MLS] 
o Folder 62:  1978, WH-WZ [MLS] 
o Folder 63:  1978, X-Z [MLS] 
o Folder 64:  1979, AA-AK 
o Folder 65:  1979, AL 
o Folder 66:  1979, AM-AQ 
o Folder 67:  1979, AR-AZ 
o Folder 68:  1979, BAA-BAQ 
o Folder 69:  1979, BAR-BAZ 
o Folder 70:  1979, BB-BEM 
o Folder 71:  1979, BEN-BEQ 
o Folder 72:  1979, BER-BEZ 
o Folder 73:  1979, BF-BN 
o Folder 74:  1979, BO-BQ 
o Folder 75:  1979, BR-BT 
o Folder 76:  1979, BU-BZ 
o Folder 77:  1979, CA-CG 
o Folder 78:  1979, CH 
o Folder 79:  1979, CI-CN 
Box 9 
o Folder 80:  1979, CO-CQ 
o Folder 81:  1979, CR-CZ 
o Folder 82:  1979, DA-DD 
o Folder 83:  1979, DE-DH 
o Folder 84:  1979, DI-DN 
o Folder 85:  1979, DO-DQ 
o Folder 86:  1979, DR-DUI 
o Folder 87:  1979, Duke, Angier [NOTE:  The section on Augier Duke was big 
enough for its own folder] 
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o Folder 88:  1979, DUL-DZ 
o Folder 89:  1979, EA-EH 
o Folder 90:  1979, EI-EQ 
o Folder 91:  1979, ER-EZ 
o Folder 92:  1979, FA-FN 
o Folder 93:  1979, FO-FZ 
o Folder 94:  1979, GA-GH 
o Folder 95:  1979, GI-GP 
o Folder 96:  1979, GR-GZ 
o Folder 97:  1979, HA 
o Folder 98:  1979, HB-HK 
o Folder 99:  1979, HL-HP 
o Folder 100:  1979, HR-HZ 
Box 10 
o Folder 101:  1979, I 
o Folder 102:  1979, J 
o Folder 103:  1979, KA-KH 
o Folder 104:  1979, KI-KZ 
o Folder 105:  1979, LA-LD 
o Folder 106:  1979, LE-LN 
o Folder 107:  1979, LO-LZ 
o Folder 108:  1979, MAA-MAQ 
o Folder 109:  1979, MAR-MAZ 
o Folder 110:  1979, MB-MCF 
o Folder 111:  1979, MCG-MD 
o Folder 112:  1979, ME-MH 
o Folder 113:  1979, MI-MN 
o Folder 114:  1979, MO-MT 
o Folder 115:  1979, MU-MZ 
o Folder 116:  1979, NA-NH 
o Folder 117:  1979, NI-NZ 
o Folder 118:  1979, O 
o Folder 119:  1979, PA 
o Folder 120:  1979, PB-PG 
Box 11 
o Folder 121:  1979, PH-PL 
o Folder 122:  1979, PM-PZ 
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o Folder 123:  1979, Q 
o Folder 124:  1979, RA-RD 
o Folder 125:  1979, RE-RG 
o Folder 126:  1979, RH-RL 
o Folder 127:  1979, RM-RO 
o Folder 128:  1979, RP-RZ 
o Folder 129:  1979, SA-SC 
o Folder 130:  1979, SCH-SCZ 
o Folder 131:  1979, SD-SG 
o Folder 132:  1979, SH-SL 
o Folder 133:  1979, SM 
o Folder 134:  1979, SN 
o Folder 135:  1979, SO-SR 
o Folder 136:  1979, STA-STH 
o Folder 137:  1979, STI-STZ 
o Folder 138:  1979, SU-SZ 
o Folder 139:  1979, TA-TG 
o Folder 140:  1979, TH 
o Folder 141:  1979, TI-TQ 
o Folder 142:  1979, TR-TZ 
Box 12 
o Folder 143:  1979, U-V 
o Folder 144:  1979, WA-WD 
o Folder 145:  1979, WE-WG 
o Folder 146:  1979, WH 
o Folder 147:  1979, WI 
o Folder 148:  1979, WJ-WZ 
o Folder 149:  1979, X-Z 
o Folder 150:  1980, A [MLS] 
o Folder 151:  1980, BA-BQ [MLS] 
o Folder 152:  1980, BR-BZ [MLS] 
o Folder 153:  1980, CA-CN [MLS] 
o Folder 154:  1980, CO-CZ [MLS] 
o Folder 155:  1980, DA-DD [MLS] 
o Folder 156:  1980, DE-DZ [MLS] 
o Folder 157:  1980, E [MLS] 
o Folder 158:  1980, F [MLS] 
o Folder 159:  1980, G [MLS] 
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o Folder 160:  1980, H [MLS] 
o Folder 161:  1980, I-J [MLS] 
o Folder 162:  1980, K [MLS] 
o Folder 163:  1980, L [MLS] 
o Folder 164:  1980, MA-MD [MLS] 
Box 13 
o Folder 165:  1980, ME-MZ [MLS] 
o Folder 166:  1980, N [MLS] 
o Folder 167:  1980, O-P-Q [MLS] 
o Folder 168:  1980, RA-RN [MLS] 
o Folder 169:  1980, Robinson, J. Hudson [MLS] [NOTE:  The section on J. 
Hudson Robinson was big enough for its own folder] 
o Folder 170:  1980, RO-RZ [MLS] 
o Folder 171:  1980, S [MLS] 
o Folder 172:  1980, T [MLS] 
o Folder 173:  1980, U-V [MLS] 
o Folder 174:  1980, W [MLS] 
o Folder 175:  1980, X-Y-Z [MLS] 
o Folder 176:  1981, A [MLS] 
o Folder 177:  1981, BA-BO [MLS] 
o Folder 178:  1981, BP-BZ [MLS] 
o Folder 179:  1981, C [MLS] 
o Folder 180:  1981, DA-DO [MLS] 
o Folder 181:  1981, DP-DZ [MLS] 
o Folder 182:  1981, E [MLS] 
o Folder 183:  1981, F [MLS] 
o Folder 184:  1981, G [MLS] 
o Folder 185:  1981, H [MLS] 
o Folder 186:  1981, I-J [MLS] 
o Folder 187:  1981, K [MLS] 
Box 14 
o Folder 188:  1981, L [MLS] 
o Folder 189:  1981, MA-ME [MLS] 
o Folder 190:  1981, MF-MZ [MLS] 
o Folder 191:  1981, N [MLS] 
o Folder 192:  1981, O-P [MLS] 
o Folder 193:  1981, Q-R [MLS] 
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o Folder 194:  1981, SA-SI [MLS] 
o Folder 195:  1981, SJ-SZ [MLS] 
o Folder 196:  1981, T [MLS] 
o Folder 197:  1981, U-V-W [MLS] 
o Folder 198:  1981, X-Z [MLS] 
o Folder 199:  1982, A [MLS] 
o Folder 200:  1982, BA-BO [MLS] 
o Folder 201:  1982, BP-BZ [MLS] 
o Folder 202:  1982, C [MLS] 
o Folder 203:  1982, D [MLS] 
o Folder 204:  1982, E [MLS] 
o Folder 205:  1982, F [MLS] 
o Folder 206:  1982, G [MLS] 
o Folder 207:  1982, HA-HE [MLS] 
o Folder 208:  1982, HF-HZ [MLS] 
o Folder 209:  1982, I-J [MLS] 
o Folder 210:  1982, K [MLS] 
o Folder 211:  1982, L [MLS] 
Box 15 
o Folder 212:  1982, M-Z [MLS] 
o Folder 213:  MLS Correspondence 1982 - S [MLS] [Note:  Contains multiple 
last names, not just S] 
o Folder 214:  MLS Correspondence 1983 [MLS] 
o Folder 215:  MLS Correspondence 1983 - C [MLS] [Note:  Contains last names 
A-H] 
o Folder 216:  MLS Correspondence 1983 - J [MLS] [Note:  Contains last names 
K-P] 
o Folder 217:  MLS Correspondence 1983 - T [MLS] [Note:  Contains multiple 
last names, not just T] 
o Folder 218:  MLS Correspondence 1984, A-Z [MLS] 
o Folder 219:  MLS Correspondence 1984 - B [MLS]  
o Folder 220:  MLS Correspondence 1985 [MLS] 
o Folder 221:  MLS Correspondence 1986-1987 [MLS] 
o Folder 222:  MLS Correspondence, no names/dates 
o Folder 223:  Miscellaneous [sic] [MLS], Correspondence, A-E (1970s & 1980s) 
o Folder 224:  Miscellaneous [sic] [MLS], Correspondence, F-L (1970s & 1980s) 
o Folder 225:  Miscellaneous [sic] [MLS], Correspondence, M-Z (1970s & 1980s) 
o Folder 226:  Editorial [MLS], Articles and mailers 
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o Folder 227:  Editorial [MLS], Internal correspondence, 1972, sent by MLS 
o Folder 228:  Editorial [MLS], Internal correspondence, 1972, Received by MLS 
o Folder 229:  Editorial [MLS], Internal correspondence, 1972, Internal 
Correspondence and memorandums 
o Folder 230:  Editorial [MLS], Internal correspondence, 1973, sent and received 
by MLS 
o Folder 231:  Editorial [MLS], Internal correspondence, 1974, sent and received 
by MLS 
o Folder 232:  Edit [MLS], Articles, undated 
o Folder 233:  Edit [MLS], Articles, August 1965 - May 1970 
o Folder 234:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, sent by MLS, Undated 
o Folder 235:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, sent by MLS, 1969 
o Folder 236:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, sent by MLS, 1970 
o Folder 237:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, sent by MLS, 1971 
o Folder 238:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, sent by MLS, 1972 
o Folder 239:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, Received by MLS, Undated 
o Folder 240:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, Received by MLS, 1969 
o Folder 241:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, Received by MLS, 1970 
o Folder 242:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, Received by MLS, 1971 
o Folder 243:  Edit [MLS], Internal Correspondence, Received by MLS, 1972 
o Folder 244:  Edit [MLS], Internal correspondence and memorandums, undated & 
1970 
o Folder 245:  Edit [MLS], Internal correspondence and memorandums, 1971 
o Folder 246:  Edit [MLS], Notes & Info 
o Folder 247:  Editorials   Letters [MLS] 
o Folder 248:  Edit miscellany 1960s [MLS], Articles and Mailers 
o Folder 249:  Edit miscellany 1960s [MLS], correspondence 
o Folder 250:  Other Internal Correspondence (1960-1983) 
o Folder 251:  Write later [MLS], correspondence (1985) 
• Sub-series IIIc:  50th Anniversary of U.S. News 
o Folder 1:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], Loose items & issue 
o Folder 2:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], Comments on actual issue [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], U.S. News Profile [MLS] 
o Folder 4:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], Cornerstone ceremony [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], Co. dinner celebration [MLS] 
o Folder 6:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], Adv. dinners/luncheons [MLS] 
o Folder 7:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], In house comments on 50th pres. 
[MLS] 
o Folder 8:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], In house publicity [MLS] 
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o Folder 9:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], Detroit-Golf Invit. [MLS] 
o Folder 10:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], Awards [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  50th Anniversary Publicity [MLS], Response [MLS] 
o Folder 12:  50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release, various 
lunches/dinners – details on functions – items sent [MLS], Corporate functions 
[MLS] 
o Folder 13:  50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release [etc]...[MLS], 
Prospectus [MLS] 
o Folder 14:  50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release [etc]...[MLS], 
Scripts – slide presentations [MLS] 
o Folder 15:  50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release [etc]...[MLS], 
Leave behind [MLS] 
o Folder 16:  50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release [etc]...[MLS], 
Reply cards [MLS] 
o 50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release [etc]...[MLS], 
Item/functions:  matches, tent cards, pens and napkins [MLS] [NOTE:  These 
items are housed in Box 37] 
o Folder 17:  50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release [etc]...[MLS], 
Name tags [MLS] 
o Folder 18:  50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release [etc]...[MLS], 
Press releases [MLS] 
o Folder 19:  50th Anniversary:  Presentation – script, press release [etc]...[MLS], 
Circ. Dept.-Promotion [MLS] 
Box 16 
o Folder 20:  U.S. News Publications, 50th Anniversary 
• Sub-series IIId:  Articles  
o Folder 1:  Is U.S. Caught in a hopeless war?  VN Notes [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  ABC Stories, ABC’s For Signature [MLS], Articles (1976-1982) 
o Folder 3:  Baseball in Japan [MLS] 
o Folder 4:  A Lesson   Korea [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, undated 
o Folder 6:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1957 
o Folder 7:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, March – May 1961 
o Folder 8:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, May 1964 – Sept 1965 
o Folder 9:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1966 -1968 
o Folder 10:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1969 
o Folder 11:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1971 
o Folder 12:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1972 –1974 
o Folder 13:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1975 
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o Folder 14:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1976 
o Folder 15:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1977 
o Folder 16:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1978 
o Folder 17:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1979 
o Folder 18:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1980 
o Folder 19:  Story Ideas [MLS], Articles, 1981 – 1984 
o Folder 20:  Story Ideas [MLS], Internal correspondence (1980 – 1983) 
o Folder 21:  Other Articles, Undated 
o Folder 22:  Other Articles, 1960-1969 
o Folder 23:  Other Articles, 1970-1979 
o Folder 24:  Other Articles, 1980-1988 
o Folder 25:  News clippings and articles (1964-1998) 
• Sub-series IIIe:  Travel [sub-arranged in rough chronological order] 
o Folder 1:  China with President Ford 1975 [MLS] 
o Envelope, China with Pres. Ford [MLS] [Housed in Box 37] 
o Folder 2:  News Department, travel 1980-1981-1983-1984 [MLS] [arranged 
chronologically] [Note:  contains items from the 1970s] 
o Folder 3:  Visit of Gerald R. Ford President of the United States to the Pacific 
Basin, November 29 – December 8, 1975, Press Notes [MLS], Loose items A 
[MLS] 
o Folder 4:  Visit of Gerald R. Ford...[etc]..to the Pacific Basin, November 29 – 
December 8, 1975..., Loose items B [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  Visit of Gerald R. Ford...[etc]..to the Pacific Basin, November 29 – 
December 8, 1975..., [opening section] [MLS] 
o Folder 6:  Visit of Gerald R. Ford...[etc]..to the Pacific Basin, November 29 – 
December 8, 1975..., Schedule and Pools [MLS] 
o Folder 7:  Visit of Gerald R. Ford...[etc]..to the Pacific Basin, November 29 – 
December 8, 1975..., Facts—U.S. [MLS] 
o Folder 8:  Visit of Gerald R. Ford...[etc]..to the Pacific Basin, November 29 – 
December 8, 1975..., Facts—P.R.C. [MLS] 
o Folder 9:  Visit of Gerald R. Ford...[etc]..to the Pacific Basin, November 29 – 
December 8, 1975..., Facts—Indonesia [MLS] 
o Folder 10:  Visit of Gerald R. Ford...[etc]..to the Pacific Basin, November 29 – 
December 8, 1975..., Facts—Philippines [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran, India, Saudi Arabia, France, 
and Belgium; Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 1978; Press; Marvin L. Stone [MLS], 
General info [MLS] 
o Folder 12:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], Schedule and Pools [MLS] 
o Folder 13:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], Poland [MLS] 
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o Folder 14:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], Iran [MLS] 
o Folder 15:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], India [MLS] 
o Folder 16:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], Saudi Arabia [MLS] 
o Folder 17:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], France [MLS] 
o Folder 18:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], Belgium [MLS] 
o Folder 19:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], Biographies [MLS]  
o Folder 20:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], North Atlantic Treaty Organization [MLS] 
o Folder 21:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], European Community [MLS] 
o Folder 22:  President Carter’s Visit to Poland, Iran...[etc]...Dec. 29, 1977 – Jan. 6, 
1978...[MLS], Loose Items [MLS] 
o Folder 23:  Visit of Ronald Reagan President of the United States to the 
Economic Summit, Ottawa, Canada, July 1981 [MLS] 
o Folder 24:  Taipei trip Sept 1981 “Reagan’s China Policy” speech [MLS] 
o Folder 25:  [Press Welcome Kit; President Carter’s visit to India] [1982] [MLS] 
o Folder 26:  [Press Kit...Reagan’s trip to France, etc] [MLS] 
o Folder 27:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], Bermuda 10/15 - 10/19 [MLS] 
o Folder 28:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], Aug. Board Mtg-NYC [MLS] 
o Folder 29:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], Atlanta ABA Convention  July 31-Aug 1 
[MLS] 
o Folder 30:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], March 1983-Florida, National Sales 
Meeting [MLS] 
o Folder 31:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], Boston 6*20*83 [MLS] 
o Folder 32:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], L.A. / Santa Barbara 5/8-5/11 [MLS] 
o Folder 33:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], Chicago 5/23 - 5/25 [MLS] 
o Folder 34:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], 5/16 - 5/18 New York [MLS] 
o Folder 35:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], L.A./San Fran 4/16 - 4/22 [MLS] 
o Folder 36:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], Detroit 4/26 – 4/28 [MLS] 
o Folder 37:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], NYC – ASME [MLS] 
o Folder 38:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], CUBA! [sic] [MLS] 
o Folder 39:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], Huntington - February [MLS] 
o Folder 40:  MLS Travel 1983 [MLS], Loose items 
o Folder 41:  Japan-Korea 1983 [MLS] 
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o Folder 42:  China [MLS] [NOTE:  the conference was for Spring 1984, but it 
contains a letter dated Dec 13, 1983] 
o Folder 43:  MLS Travel 1984 Misc. [MLS] 
o Folder 44:  United States Presidential Delegation to the Thirty-fifth Anniversary 
of the Berlin Airlift; Berlin, Germany; May 1984; Mr. Marvin Stone [MLS], 
Bound materials 
o Folder 45:  United States Presidential Delegation to the Thirty-fifth Anniversary 
of the Berlin Airlift; Berlin, Germany; May 1984; Mr. Marvin Stone [MLS], 
Folder 
o Folder 46:  United States Presidential Delegation to the Thirty-fifth Anniversary 
of the Berlin Airlift; Berlin, Germany; May 1984; Mr. Marvin Stone [MLS], 
Loose items 
o Folder 47:  Europe June 3-10[1984] cancelled [MLS] 
o Folder 48:  Stories, Berlin Blockade (Anniversary of Lifting) [MLS] 
o Folder 49:  Democratic Nat’l Convention   San Francisco, 7 / 16-20 ‘84 [MLS] 
o Folder 50:  Republican Nat’l Convention Dallas Aug 20-23 [1984][MLS] 
o Folder 51:  Nashville 1/10-1/11 1984 [MLS] 
Box 17 
• Sub-series IIIf:  Business 
o Folder 1:  HWF vs Lawrence [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  Congratulatory Letters and Replies--1976 [MLS], A-K [on Stone 
becoming editor] 
o Folder 3:  Congratulatory Letters and Replies--1976 [MLS], L-Z [on Stone 
becoming editor] 
o Folder 4:  Lawsuit [MLS], Articles (Sept 1984 – Jan 1985) 
o Folder 5:  Lawsuit [MLS], Editorial Correspondence 
o Folder 6:  News Department, outside writers, Smith Hempstone [MLS] 
[arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 7:  The sale of USN&WR [MLS], Articles, undated & grouped articles 
o Folder 8:  The sale of USN&WR [MLS], Feb-May 1984 
o Folder 9:  The sale of USN&WR [MLS], June 1984 
o Folder 10:  The sale of USN&WR [MLS], July-Dec 1984 
o Folder 11:  The sale of USN&WR [MLS], 1985 
o Folder 12:  The sale of USN&WR [MLS], Internal correspondence 
o Folder 13:  The sale of USN&WR [MLS], Photos 
o Folder 14:  Sale [MLS], Articles, undated 
o Folder 15:  Sale [MLS], Articles, June – Nov 1984 
o Folder 16:  Sale [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 17:  Sale [MLS], Meetings and conferences 
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o Folder 18:  Sale [MLS], Photos 
o Folder 19:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], MLS Articles, 1984 
o Folder 20:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, undated 
o Folder 21:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, 1983 
o Folder 22:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, Feb – Nov 
1984 
o Folder 23:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, 1985 –
1991 
o Folder 24:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, Group 
(Feb-March 1984 & itinerary) 
o Folder 25:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, Group 
(March 4-19 1984) 
o Folder 26:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, Group 
(March 10-23 1984) 
o Folder 27:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, Group 
(Apr-May 1984) 
o Folder 28:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Articles, Group 
(May 1984) 
o Folder 29:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Pamphlets & 
articles 
o Folder 30:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Foreign issue of 
U.S. News  
o Folder 31:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Nat. Press Club 
Luncheon (transcript) 
o Folder 32:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Correspondence, 
undated 
o Folder 33:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Correspondence, 
1974 
o Folder 34:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Correspondence, 
1975 
o Folder 35:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Correspondence, 
1983 
o Folder 36:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Correspondence, 
1984 
o Folder 37:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Correspondence, 
1985 –1990 
o Folder 38:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], Business Records 
o Folder 39:  Sale of USN + WR    USN + WR “Case” [MLS], (Takeovers) 
Gannett 
o Folder 40:  Mort Takes Over [MLS] [Note:  Contains correspondence & an 
article] 
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• Sub-series IIIg:  Stone Leaving U.S. News 
o Folder 1:  Farewell to MLS [MLS], Articles, April 3 1985 
o Folder 2:  Farewell to MLS [MLS], Correspondence, A-J 
o Folder 3:  Farewell to MLS [MLS], Correspondence, K-Q 
o Folder 4:  Farewell to MLS [MLS], Correspondence, R-Z 
o Folder 5:  Farewell letters [MLS], Correspondence, A-Z 
o Folder 6:  Farewell letters [MLS], Correspondence, Page Pitt School of 
Journalism, April 1 1985 
o Folder 7:  Farewell letters [MLS], Correspondence, Marshall University, April 1 
1985, (with caricatures) 
o Folder 8:  Gala [MLS], Articles, caricatures, and invitations 
o Folder 9:  Gala [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 10:  April 1, 1985 Retirement Speech [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  MLS Folder [MLS], Articles, April 1985 
o Folder 12:  MLS Folder [MLS], Correspondence, April – May 1985 
Box 18 
• Sub-series III h:  People & Agencies  
o Folder 1:  Chief  Justice Warren Burger [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  Capen, Dick [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  Elliott, Oz [MLS] 
o Folder 4:  Gen. Greene [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  Kriss [MLS]  
o Folder 6:  Lawrence, David 
o Folder 7:  Pollin, Abe [MLS] 
o Folder 8:  Rockefeller (Jay) [MLS] 
o Folder 9:  Werber, William [MLS], Correspondence, 1977 
o Folder 10:  Werber, William [MLS], Correspondence, 1978 
o Folder 11:  Werber, William [MLS], Correspondence, 1979 
o Folder 12:  Werber, William [MLS], Correspondence, 1980 
o Folder 13:  Werber, William [MLS], Correspondence, 1981 
o Folder 14:  Werber, William [MLS], Correspondence, 1982 
o Folder 15:  Werber, William [MLS], Correspondence, 1983-1985 
o Folder 16:  Charles Z. Wick [MLS] 
o Folder 17:  Letters signed by politicians [alphabetized by name] 
o Folder 18:  FBI [MLS] 
o Folder 19:  Patent Commission [MLS], Correspondence (Jan 1976 – Dec 1977) 
[Note:  deals with Stone’s membership on the Patent and Trademark Office 
Advisory Committee] 
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• Sub-series III i:  U.S. News Misc  
o Folder 1:  [Ground breaking for U.S. News Headquarters] [MLS] [1982] 
o Folder 2:  U.S. News & World Report 1983 “Blue Chip Award” presented to 
Baird Ward [Photo Album] [MLS] [presented in Jan 1984] 
o Folder 3:  News-400; Caption Entries [MLS] [This is a contest where people 
wrote a caption to go with a bad photo of MLS] [The folder says “News-400” on 
the back, but what that refers to is unclear] 
o Folder 4:  Press Miscellany [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  Proofs & Drafts 
o Folder 6:  Itineraries 
o Folder 7:  MLS Articles in Magazines 
o Folder 8:  MLS Interviews 
o Folder 9:  US News (personal mention) [MLS], Articles, undated & 1963-1977 
o Folder 10:  US News (personal mention) [MLS], Articles, 1978 
o Folder 11:  US News (personal mention) [MLS], Articles, 1979 
o Folder 12:  US News (personal mention) [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 13:  Personal mention 
o Folder 14:  Pix [MLS] 
o Folder 15:  Photos 
o Folder 16:  Items Relating to College & universities 
o Folder 17:  Credentials 
o Folder 18:  MLS Bios [MLS], bios, journalism essays 
o Folder 19:  Pamphlets, info, humor, articles, notes 
o Folder 20:  “Man in Space”& other writings 
o Folder 21:  Science Service Writings, Manuscripts, contracts, & other items 
o Folder 22:  Science Service Writings, Correspondence, 1959-1964 
o Folder 23:  Science Service Writings, Correspondence, 1965 
o Folder 24:  Science Service Writings, Correspondence, 1966 
o Folder 25:  Science Service Writings, Correspondence, 1967 
Box 19 
o Folder 26:  Science Service Writings, Correspondence, 1968 
o Folder 27:  Science Service Writings, Correspondence, 1969 
o Folder 28:  Science Service Writings, Correspondence, 1970s 
o Folder 29:  Science Service Pamplets, AA-AQ 
o Folder 30:  Science Service Pamplets, AR-AZ 
o Folder 31:  Science Service Pamplets, B 
o Folder 32:  Science Service Pamplets, C 
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o Folder 33:  Science Service Pamplets, D-K 
o Folder 34:  Science Service Pamplets, L-M 
o Folder 35:  Science Service Pamplets, M-O 
o Folder 36:  Science Service Pamplets, O-R 
o Folder 37:  Science Service Pamplets, S-Z 
o Folder 38:  U.S. News Publications, Booklets, Folder A 
o Folder 39:  U.S. News Publications, Booklets, Folder B 
o Folder 40:  U.S. News Publications, Booklets, Folder C 
Box 20 
• Series IV:  USIA 
• Sub-series IVa:  Briefing Books and Press Kits [arranged in rough 
chronological order] 
o Folder 1:  North Africa, Near East and South Asian Area; Public Affairs Officers 
Conference; Brussels, Belgium; October 14-16, 1985; Mrs. Stone [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  Mrs. Stone’s Briefing Book [Visit to Frankfurt, Bonn, Brussels and 
Paris] [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  [Grouped items, Madrid, Rome, Brazil [?] [1986] [MLS] 
o Folder 4:  Mr. Marvin Stone [Budapest, 1987] [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  [Welcome to Rio de Janeiro] [Sept 23-29, 1987] [MLS] 
o Folder 6:  [American Embassy London; Visit of Deputy Director Marvin Stone; 
October 6-9, 1987] [MLS] 
o Folder 7:  Travel of USIA Deputy Director and Mrs. Marvin L. Stone; Mrs. 
Stone [Hawai’i] [Feb-March, 1987?] [MLS]  
o Folder 8:   [Welcome to the Soviet Union, Vice Presidential Suite, American 
Embassy; Moscow, U.S.S.R.] [October 1987?], “Moscow” [MLS] 
o Folder 9:  Briefing Book; Deputy Director’s Travel; Greece; June 1-2, 1988; Mrs. 
Stone [MLS] 
o Folder 10:  Briefing Book; Deputy Director’s Travel; Tunisia; June 2-6, 1988; 
Mr. Stone [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  Opening remarks by Dep. Director Marvin L. Stone; Third World 
Journalism Seminar; Tunis, Sat., June 4, 1988; Trends in U.S. Journalism [MLS] 
o Folder 12:  Briefing Book; Deputy Director’s Travel; Egypt; June 6-10, 1988; Mr. 
Stone [MLS], Loose items 
o Folder 13:  Briefing Book; Deputy Director’s Travel; Egypt; June 6-10, 1988; Mr. 
Stone [MLS], Bound materials 
o Folder 14:  Briefing book for deputy director travel; Israel and the West Bank; 
June 10-14, 1988 [MLS], I.  Schedules [MLS] 
o Folder 15:  Briefing book...Israel and the West Bank; June 10-14, 1988 [MLS], II.  
USIS Tel Aviv [MLS] 
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o Folder 16:  Briefing book...Israel and the West Bank; June 10-14, 1988 [MLS], II. 
[sic]  Appointments [MLS] 
o Folder 17:  Briefing book...Israel and the West Bank; June 10-14, 1988 [MLS], 
III.  USIS Jerusalem [MLS] 
o Folder 18:  Briefing Book; Deputy Director’s Travel; Israel and the West Bank; 
June 10-14, 1988; Mrs. Stone [MLS] 
o Folder 19:  Book I, Schedule, New Zealand [MLS] 
o Folder 20:  Book II; Australia-Sydney; Townsville, Great Barrier Reef [MLS] 
o Folder 21:  Book III; Australian National Maritime Museum, U.S. Gallery 
(National Gift) [MLS] 
o Folder 22:  Book IV:  Brisbane [MLS] 
o Folder 23:  [World Expo 88, Australia] [MLS] [early July] 
o Folder 24:  [Pouch, US-USSR meeting, Tbilisi] [MLS], [MLS folder:  U.S. – 
U.S.S.R. Bilateral Information Talks, Moscow, September 26-28,1988] [MLS] 
o Folder 25:  [Pouch, US-USSR meeting, Tbilisi] [MLS], Telegrams, Messages, & 
Reports 
o Folder 26:  [Pouch, US-USSR meeting, Tbilisi] [MLS], Books and Pamphlets 
o Folder 27:  [Pouch, US-USSR meeting, Tbilisi] [MLS], Photos, Folder A 
o Folder 28:  [Pouch, US-USSR meeting, Tbilisi] [MLS], Photos, Folder B 
o Folder 29:  [Pouch, US-USSR meeting, Tbilisi] [MLS], Articles [arranged in 
rough chronological order] 
o Folder 30:  [Pouch, US-USSR meeting, Tbilisi] [MLS], Postcards and Souvenirs 
o Folder 31:  Seville World’s Fair [July 15, 1990] [MLS] [NOTE:  The folder also 
says: To USIA; Appointment; Resignation; Conflict of Interest paper.  However, 
Stone often reused folders.] 
o Folder 32:   [The United States Pavilion; 1992 Universal Exposition; April 20 – 
October 12; Seville, Spain] [MLS] 
• Sub-series IVb:  People and Organizations 
o Folder 1:  Congress [MLS]; Info, memorandums, & Correspondence; undated 
o Folder 2:  Congress [MLS]; Info, memorandums, & Correspondence; 1988 
o Folder 3:  Congress [MLS]; Info, memorandums, & Correspondence; 1989 
o Folder 4:  Congress [MLS]; Info, memorandums, & Correspondence; 1990 
o Folder 5:  Congress [MLS]; Memorandums & Correspondence, May 1990 
o Folder 6:  Sloat [MLS] 
 
Box 21 
• Sub-series IVb:  USIA Misc 
o Folder 1:  USIA Appointment [early 1985] MLS] 
o Folder 2:  Security Investigation 
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o Folder 3:  MLS Statements before Senate 
o Folder 4:  Correspondence [from 1980s] [arranged by last name] 
o Folder 5:  Telegrams, Memorandums, & info [arranged Chronologically], 
Undated 
o Folder 6:  Telegrams, Memorandums, & info [arranged Chronologically], 1985-
1994 
o Folder 7:  [Clipped items:  Correspondence & memorandums] [MLS] [NOTE:  
contains personal correspondence] 
o Folder 8:  Articles, 1985-1992 
o Folder 9:  Issues of USIAlumni & USIA World  
o Folder 10:  USIAlumni issue and correspondence [grouped together by MLS] 
o Folder 11:  [USIA Photo Album] [MLS] 
o Folder 12:  Photos 
o Folder 13:  Moscow Itinerary 
o Folder 14:  Itineraries 
o Folder 15:  Dinners, Events, & Speeches 
o Folder 16:  USIA odds + ends [MLS] 
o Folder 17:  Miscellany [MLS] [1987] 
o Folder 18:  Subpoena & name card 
Box 22 
• Series V:  International Media Fund 
• Sub-series Va:  Balkans 
• Folder 1:  [OSCE:  Organization for Security & Co-operation in Europe   Mission 
to Bosnia and Hergegovina] 
• Folder 2: [Bundle, Bosnia election] [MLS] 
• Folder 3: [Bundle, Bosnia election] [MLS], Bosnia [MLS]  
• Folder 4: Bulgaria (American UNW[?]-Bulgaria) (also radios) [MLS] 
• Folder 5:  Croatia (Gov’t vs Media speech) [MLS], Correspondence & itineraries 
• Folder 6:  Croatia (Gov’t vs Media speech) [MLS], Reports 
• Folder 7:  Croatia (Gov’t vs Media speech) [MLS], Articles (1993-1997) 
• Folder 8:  Croatia (mostly personal) [MLS] 
• Folder 9:  Zagreb 1997 1998 [MLS], “executive summaries” 
o [Note:  The following is written on the inside of the folder: ] 
Needs   Bosnia 
Home-grown help better than foreign 
Media centers-not foreign 
Train at centers, one-on-one + visits abroad 
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• Folder 10:  Zagreb workshop [MLS] [contains notes, and also articles from the 
50s & 60s] 
• Folder 11:  Personal Mention [Zagreb Folder] [MLS], Stone Bio & Photos [MLS] 
• Folder 12:  Personal Mention [Zagreb Folder] [MLS], Bios, articles, & 
correspondence 
• Folder 13:  Serbia [MLS], Correspondence (April 1991 – Feb 1997) 
• Folder 14:  Serbia [MLS], Reports and Info 
• Folder 15:  Serbia [MLS], Articles (undated, and Oct 1992 – Aug 1997) 
• Folder 16:  Serbia [MLS], Magazine issues [arranged by title] 
• Folder 17:  [MLS folder:  USIS, American Center Ljubljana [Slovenia]] [MLS], 
Correspondence & itineraries 
• Folder 18:  [MLS folder:  USIS, American Center Ljubljana [Slovenia]] [MLS], 
Reports & Info 
• Folder 19:  [MLS folder:  USIS, American Center Ljubljana [Slovenia]] [MLS], 
Articles (1992-1997) 
• Sub-series Vb:  Hungary 
o Folder 1:  Hungarian overview [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  Hungary [MLS] [Note:  contains info and an article by Stone] 
o Folder 3:  [American Embassy  Budapest, Hungary] Mr & Mrs Stone [MLS] 
[contains mostly handwritten notes] 
o Folder 4:  General [Center for Independent Journalism] [MLS] 
• Sub-series Vc:  Russia 
o Folder 1:  [Grouped items, Moscow] [MLS] [contains photos, credentials, 
postcards] 
• Sub-series Vd:  Spain 
o Folder 1:  [Welcome to Madrid, Embassy of the United States of America] [MLS] 
• Sub-series Ve:  Organizations 
o Folder 1:  American News Women’s Club [MLS] [arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 2:  CPB (Carlson) [MLS] [deals with public television] 
o Folder 3:  Public Diplomacy Fund [MLS] [has correspondence, articles, and 
notes.  Also contains some USIA information] 
• Sub-series Vf:  Publications 
o Folder 1:  Reports & publications by Stone 
o Folder 2:  Magazines & Reports (not by Stone) 
o Folder 3:  IMF Publications 
o Folder 4:  IMF Publication and a supplement 
• Sub-series Vg:  Correspondence 
o Folder 1:  Undated, Sept 1990 – Oct 1992 
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o Folder 2:  May 1993 – Marcy 1996) 
• Sub-series Vh:  IMF Misc 
o Folder 1:  301 434 6979 [?] [MLS]  [an otherwise unmarked folder containing 
information about expenses] 
o Folder 2:  A strategy for independent media in the Peace Process [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  Hal Cruzan Memoirs [MLS]  
o Folder 4:  Personal mention (Int’l Media Fund) [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 5:  Personal mention (Int’l Media Fund) [MLS], Pictures 
o Folder 6:  Personal mention (Int’l Media Fund) [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 7:  Personal mention (Int’l Media Fund) [MLS], Info, pamphlets, 
itineraries, briefings 
o Folder 8:  Articles and Info  
Box 23 
• Series VI:  Personal 
• Sub-series VIa:  Correspondence [arranged roughly by name; last if available, 
first if not] 
o Folder 1:  MLS Correspondence, undated 
o Folder 2:  MLS Correspondence, 1950s 
o Folder 3:  MLS Correspondence, 1960s 
o Folder 4:  MLS Correspondence, 1970s 
o Folder 5:  MLS Correspondence, 1980s 
o Folder 6:  MLS Correspondence, 1990s 
o Folder 7:  MLS Correspondence, 2000s 
o Folder 8:  3/27/61 issues [MLS] [Contains correspondence from Page Pitt and 
others] 
o Folder 9:  Cantor, Michael [MLS] 
o Folder 10:  Chen, Charles [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  Desfor [grouped items] 
o Folder 12:  Correspondence, Nannine Joseph [MLS], Loose items [MLS] 
[Arranged in chronological order] 
o Folder 13:  Correspondence, Nannine Joseph [MLS], Bound materials [MLS] 
[Arranged by MLS] 
o Folder 14:  Joseph [MLS] [Contains correspondence with Nannine Joseph and a 
Stone draft with other correspondence] 
o Folder 15:  Nannine Joseph Correspondence 
o Folder 16:  Kemp, Jack [MLS]  
o Folder 17:  Leahy, Patrick J. [MLS] [Arranged Chronologically] 
o Folder 18:  Patrick Leahy [Note:  Contains correspondence] 
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o Folder 19:  Michener, James [MLS], Correspondence [Arranged Chronologically] 
o Folder 20:  Michener, James [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 21:  Michener, James [MLS], Pictures, Programs, & Appreciations 
o Folder 22:  Michener [MLS] 
o Folder 23:  James A. Michener Correspondence 
o Folder 24:  Michener Foundation Scholarships [MLS] [1960s-1981], 
Correspondence [arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 25:  Michener Foundation Scholarships [MLS] [1960s-1981], Forms, Info, 
& Notes 
o Folder 26:  O’neill, Fred [MLS] [Arranged in rough chronological order] 
o Folder 27:  Palmer, Cruise [MLS] 
o Folder 28:  Pitt [MLS] 
o Folder 29:  [Hanging Folder] [MLS], Page Pitt Scholarship [MLS], 
Correspondence, Received by MLS [alphabetized by name of sender] 
o Folder 30:  [Hanging Folder] [MLS], Page Pitt Scholarship [MLS], 
Correspondence, Sent by MLS [alphabetized by name of recipient] 
o Folder 31:  [Hanging Folder] [MLS], Page Pitt Scholarship [MLS], 
Correspondence, Other Correspondence [alphabetized by name of recipient] 
o Folder 32:  [Hanging Folder] [MLS], Loose materials [Note:  This is mostly 
correspondence, also some articles] 
o Folder 33:  [Hanging Folder] [MLS], Other items 
o Folder 34:  Pitt [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 35:  Pitt [MLS], Pitt Dedication April 11 [MLS] 
o Folder 36:  Pitt [MLS], Articles and Speeches 
o Folder 37:  Marshall (Pitt Scholarship) [MLS] [The folder also says “MLS 1988”, 
but there are items from 1989 in here] 
o Folder 38:  Page Pitt Scholarship & Other Info 
o Folder 39:  Page Pitt Correspondence 
o Folder 40:  Scott, Owen L. [MLS] 
Box 24 
o Folder 41:  Signed Letters from politicians and other notable people, A-K 
o Folder 42:  Signed Letters from politicians and other notable people, L-Z 
• Sub-series VIb:  Materials Relating to Presidents 
o Folder 1:  Signed Presidential Letters 
o Folder 2:  Calvin Coolidge Source Material, Correspondence [arranged 
chronologically] 
o Folder 3:  Calvin Coolidge Source Material, Articles and Info 
o Folder 4:  Coolidge Folder, Correspondence [arranged by last name] 
o Folder 5:  Coolidge Folder, Articles [arranged chronologically] 
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o Folder 6:  Coolidge Folder, Postcards, info, & souvenirs 
o Folder 7:  Calvin Coolidge booklets 
o Folder 8:  ”The Real Calvin Coolidge” (booklets) 
o Folder 9:  Coolidge, Plymouth Notch News 
o Folder 10:  Photos, [from Jimmy Carter, 1980] [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  Photos, White House 
o Folder 12:  Photos, MLS—[Reagan] [MLS] 
o Folder 13:  Pictures from Reagan inw, Washington Jan 1981 [MLS] 
o Folder 14:  Presidential Debate [Carter & Reagan] [MLS], Transcripts 
o Folder 15:  Presidential Debate [Carter & Reagan] [MLS], Articles [also contains 
a staff card and a nametag] 
o Folder 16:  Invitations (Bush inauguration) 
o Folder 17:  The 52nd Presidential Inaugural [MLS] 
o Folder 18:  White House Christmas Cards 
o Folder 19:  Booklets 
• Sub-series VIc:  Photos  
o Folder 1:  America, Pix [Valley Forge Military Academy] [MLS] [1981] 
o Folder 2:  America, [reception, AASCU, May 8 1981 [?]] [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  America, [ABA Gavel Award 1983] [MLS] 
o Folder 4:  America, Dallas, August GOP convention 1984 [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  America, Memphis (Graceland also) for Soviet Exhibit opening, Jan, 
1988 [MLS] 
o Folder 6:  America, Memphis, Jan 1988, Federal Express Lunch [MLS] 
o Folder 7:  America, Aug 1993   Terry + Marv at Atlantic City [MLS] 
o Folder 8:  America, Detroit Pix [MLS] 
o Folder 9:  Asia [?], Tokyo visit with old INS gang 1981 [MLS] 
o Folder 10:  Asia [?], [China, Oct 1991] [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  Asia [?], Photos with info 
o Folder 12:  Asia [?], Photos with minimal Info 
o Folder 13:  Asia [?], Photos with no info, Folder A 
o Folder 14:  Asia [?], Photos with no info, Folder B 
o Folder 15:  Asia [?], Photos with no info, Folder C 
o Folder 16:  Asia [?], Doctored photos 
o Folder 17:  Asia [?], [Pouch:  China [?]] [MLS] 
o Folder 18:  Asia [?], [packet] [MLS]  
o Folder 19:  Asia [?], Service Presse [MLS]  
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Box 25 
o Folder 20:  [Europe 1990[?]] [MLS] 
o Folder 21:  Europe, Milan, Feb 1993 [MLS] 
o Folder 22:  Europe, [Venice, Feb 1993] [MLS] 
o Folder 23:  Europe, April 95, Nice--Cannes--Monaco [MLS] 
o Folder 24:  Eastern Europe, Tunisia (June 1988) [MLS] 
o Folder 25:  Eastern Europe, Hungary  Sept 1990 [MLS] 
o Folder 26:  [Eastern Europe, developed Oct 1990] [MLS] [Note:  contains three 
receipt slips, two of which seem to relate to different rolls of film] 
o Folder 27:  Eastern Europe, Bloomesetbal [?] Wedding--Budapest, May 1992 
[MLS] 
o Folder 28:  Eastern Europe, Slovenia, Croatia (Feb 1993) [MLS] 
o Folder 29:  Eastern Europe, Tirana, Albania, Feb 2 1993, Dedication of our 
printing plant [MLS] 
o Folder 30:  Eastern Europe, Tartu--Tallinn + Helsinki, May 1933 [sic], 24/29 
[MLS] 
o Folder 31:  Eastern Europe, May 1993 (Budapest, Warsaw, Vilvius, Riga/Jarmula, 
Tartu/Talinn, Helsinki) [MLS] [Note:  contains some letters] 
o Folder 32:  Eastern Europe, St. Pete – Jarmula – Prague – Krumlov [Sept 1994] 
[MLS] 
o Folder 33:  Eastern Europe, Samara (on the Volga) April 1995 [MLS] 
o Folder 34:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], Party at our ap’t in 
Zagreb, Oct ’94 (except 3 at ZU [?]) and 1 w/ Goldstein [MLS] 
o Folder 35:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], Our apartment 
house--Zagreb 1996 [&] Sheet scenes of Zagreb [MLS] 
o Folder 36:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], Budapest en route 
Varazdin [?]--Sept 96 [MLS] 
o Folder 37:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], In Rijeka, Croatia 
and the Istrian Peninsula (Pulo) [?] with Bill + Rosemary Sheehan  Oct 1996 
[MLS] 
o Folder 38:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], November 1996, 
with Vlado + Lili Pavic [?] at Portoroz and Trieste, also horses at Lipica [MLS] 
o Folder 39:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], November 1996 at 
Brela [?], Split, Ston (earthquake) and Dubrovnik w/ Stefan Malovic, Gordana 
Vilovic (and at her parents’ home). [MLS] 
o Folder 40:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], Visiting Serb 
elderly in Croatia with Red Cross mobile teams [MLS] 
o Folder 41:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], with Red Cross 
mobile team visiting abandoned Serb elderly in Croatia south of Sisak [MLS] 
o Folder 42:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], Osijek [?] + 
Samobar [?] [MLS] 
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o Folder 43:  Eastern Europe, Bag:  Foto-Studio, Time] [MLS], Pamplets & Info 
o Folder 44:  Eastern Europe, Undated Photos, Vilnios [Vilnius?], May 19-20 
[MLS] 
o Folder 45:  Eastern Europe, Undated Photos, Riga + Jarmula (Latvia) with 
Hoaglands [?][MLS] 
o Folder 46:  Eastern Europe, Undated Photos, Photos – Great Wall, Berlin Wall 
[MLS] 
o Folder 47:  Eastern Europe, Undated Photos, Dubrovnik [?] [MLS] 
o Folder 48:  Eastern Europe, Undated Photos, Krujia [?], Albania [MLS] 
o Folder 49:  Other Places, Australia--Expo ’88, July 1988 [MLS] 
o Folder 50:  Other Places, [Australia, Marvin S.] [MLS] 
o Folder 51:  Other Places, Brisbane World’s Faire, July 4, 1988 (Marvin was U.S. 
rep.) [MLS] 
o Folder 52:  Other Places, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Kibbutz, June 1988 
o Folder 53:  People, [Catherine-Helene Barale] [MLS] 
o Folder 54:  People,  [Prof. Alberto Bemporad [?]] [MLS] 
o Folder 55:  People, Marvie + the Blongs [MLS] 
o Folder 56:  People, 1995 – with Mike Cappy [?] at Monarch [?] [MLS] 
o Folder 57:  People, [Reception, Mrs. Fredrick F. Chien, Oct 1986] [MLS] 
o Folder 58:  People, [Envelope:  Doremus & Company] [MLS] [1980] 
o Folder 59:  People, New Zealand, July 1988 (Duke + Jenny Gould) [MLS] [Note:  
has a short letter] 
o Folder 60:  People, [from Herman C. Hossfeld] [MLS] [1978] 
o Folder 61:  People, [Jamie Kelley & infant [?] 1980 [?]] [MLS] 
o Folder 62:  People, [from Rebecca Matlock] [MLS] [1988] 
o Folder 63:  People, Michener, TX Spring 1980 (Michener) [MLS] 
o Folder 64:  People, Michener, [Group:  Micheners & Stones] [MLS] [some of 
these photos are labeled 1984] 
o Folder 65:  People, Chanel A – Slovenia Oct 1993 with Vlado Polic [?], owner 
[MLS] 
o Folder 66:  People, Photos [MLS] [Contains IMF photos and Party for Vladamir 
& Lily Polic, both dating April 1994] 
o Folder 67:  People, Prague with Sheenans [?] 1994 [MLS] 
o Folder 68:  People, Vienna and Meek [?] with Sheenans 1994 [MLS] 
o Folder 69:  People, 1944 [sic] at Sheehans [?] (with Hal Cruzan) [MLS] 
o Folder 70:  People, Sofia + Am. Univ/Unir [?] at Blagoevgrad [?] [MLS] 
o Folder 71:  People, [from Gordana Vilovic (Stech)[?], Zagreb, Croatia] [MLS] 
o Folder 72:  People, MLS--Photos   Election Night 1994...[name?]...(at our house) 
[MLS] 
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o Folder 73:  People, Basketball Team [MLS] [Note:  the envelope also said “Sent:  
Larry, Bunny, Sanford, Danny, Seaman, Hal, Sumner] 
Box 26 
o Folder 74:  Mr. Marvin Stone--Hitachi Ltd. [MLS] 
o Folder 75:  Dated Photos, Format:  1957-1969 [MLS] 
o Folder 76:  Dated Photos, [grouped photos, May 1979 [?]][MLS] 
o Folder 77:  Dated Photos, Marvin L. Stone [Sept 1979 & Oct 1979] [MLS] 
o Folder 78:  Dated Photos, Marvin (1981) [MLS] 
o Folder 79:  Dated Photos, Sweet’s [?] Farewell, 1982, “The Marianne” [MLS] 
o Folder 80:  Dated Photos, [April 1985, Stone roast [?]] [MLS] 
o Folder 81:  [unlabeled, July 1988] [MLS] 
o Folder 82:  Dated Photos, Dec 31, 1989--N. Year’s Eve 1990 [MLS] 
o Folder 83:  Dated Photos, Marvin Stone # 30 [May 1991 & March 1984] [MLS] 
o Folder 84:  Dated Photos, [Seabourn Cruise Jan 1994] [MLS] 
o Folder 85:  Dated Photos, Dosfou-on-Don [?] April ‘95 [MLS] 
o Folder 86:  Photographs—Marvin L. Stone [MLS] 
o Folder 87:  Dated Photos, 1970s 
o Folder 88:  Dated Photos, 1980s 
o Folder 89:  Dated Photos, 1990s 
o Folder 90:  Undated Photos, [Envelope:  unlabeled 1] [MLS] 
o Folder 91:  Undated Photos, [Envelope:  unlabeled 2] [MLS] 
o Folder 92:  Undated Photos, With info 
o Folder 93:  Undated Photos, Without info 
o Folder 94:  Undated Photos, [Group 1] [MLS] 
o Folder 95:  Undated Photos, [Group 2] [MLS] 
o Folder 96:  Undated Photos, Photos with articles/messages 
o Folder 97:  Politicians and Other Notable Persons 
o Folder 98:  Negatives and Slides 
• Sub-series VId:  MLS Cards 
o Folder 1:  Christmas and New Years, Folder A 
o Folder 2:  Christmas and New Years, Folder B 
o Folder 3:  Christmas and New Years, Folder C 
o Folder 4:  Christmas and New Years, Folder D 
o Folder 5:  Christmas and New Years, Folder E 
o Folder 6:  Christmas and New Years, Folder F 
o Folder 7:  Christmas and New Years, Folder G 
o Folder 8:  Birthdays & other holidays 
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Box 27 
o Folder 9:  Card/Tourist Art, China, Folder A 
o Folder 10:  Card/Tourist Art, China, Folder B 
o Folder 11:  Card/Tourist Art, Korea 
o Folder 12:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder A 
o Folder 13:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder B 
o Folder 14:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder C 
o Folder 15:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder D 
o Folder 16:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder E 
o Folder 17:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder F 
o Folder 18:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder G 
o Folder 19:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder H 
o Folder 20:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder I 
o Folder 21:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder J 
o Folder 22:  Card/Tourist Art, Japan, Folder K 
o Folder 23:  Card/Tourist Art, Unsure, Folder A 
o Folder 24:  Card/Tourist Art, Unsure, Folder B 
• Sub-series VIe:  Invitations (arranged by place then by date) 
o Folder 1:  Africa 
o Folder 2:  Canada 
o Folder 3:  Central & South America 
o Folder 4:  USA, D.C., Dated, Folder A (1964 – 1978) 
o Folder 5:  USA, D.C., Dated, Folder B (1979 – 1981) 
o Folder 6:  USA, D.C., Dated, Folder C (1982 – 1984) 
o Folder 7:  USA, D.C., Dated, Folder D (1985 – 1998) 
o Folder 8:  USA, D.C., Undated, Folder A 
o Folder 9:  USA, D.C., Undated, Folder B 
o Folder 10:  USA, D.C., Undated, Folder C 
o Folder 11:  USA, Other Locations, A-O 
o Folder 12:  USA, Other Locations, P-Z 
o Folder 13:  USA, Unknown Locations, Dated 
o Folder 14:  USA, Undated 
o Folder 15:  Australia 
o Folder 16:  Europe, Austria 
o Folder 17:  Europe, France 
o Folder 18:  Europe, Germany 
o Folder 19:  Europe, Greece 
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o Folder 20:  Europe, Hungary 
o Folder 21:  Europe, Poland 
o Folder 22:  Europe, Spain 
o Folder 23:  Europe, United Kingdom 
Box 28 
o Folder 24:  Europe, Other European Regions 
o Folder 25:  Asia, China 
o Folder 26:  Asia, India 
o Folder 27:  Asia, Japan, Dated, 1952-1956 
o Folder 28:  Asia, Japan, Dated, 1957-1981 
o Folder 29:  Asia, Undated, Folder A 
o Folder 30:  Asia, Undated, Folder B 
o Folder 31:  Asia, Korea 
o Folder 32:  Other Asian Regions 
o Folder 33:  Middle East, Cyprus 
o Folder 34:  Middle East, Iran 
o Folder 35:  Middle East, Israel 
o Folder 36:  Middle East, Pakistan 
o Folder 37:  Other Mid-East Regions 
o Folder 38:  Soviet Union 
• Sub-series VIf:  Speeches 
Colleges and Universities[arranged by date] 
o Folder 1:  Items relating to Sheperd College speech [May 1980] 
o Folder 2:  MLS Speeches Glenville State Commencement  5/17/81 [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  Items relating to Glenville State speech [May 17 1981] 
o Folder 4:  Emory & Henry Commencement  5/30/81 [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  Items relating to Emory and Henry speech [May 1981] 
o Folder 6:  Elon College--Commencement  May 23, 1982 [MLS] [Note:  Contains 
mostly correspondence, arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 7:  Items relating to Elon College Speech [May 1982] 
o Folder 8:  Commencement Speeches;  Glenville State; Emory + Henry; Sheperd 
State; California State College; Elon [MLS], Elon College 
o Folder 9:  Commencement Speeches;  Glenville State; Emory + Henry; Sheperd 
State; California State College; Elon [MLS], Other Colleges 
o Folder 10:  Commencement Speeches;  Glenville State; Emory + Henry; Sheperd 
State; California State College; Elon [MLS], Articles & info 
o Folder 11:  Commencement Speeches (excerpts) [MLS], articles 
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o Folder 12:  Commencement Speech Material [MLS], Speeches and 
correspondence by MLS [?] 
o Folder 13:  Commencement Speech Material [MLS], Speeches by unidentified 
persons 
o Folder 14:  Commencement Speech Material [MLS], Articles and info 
o Folder 15:  Items relating to Marshall speeches [1977 & 1988] 
Other Places and Organizations, dated [arranged by date] 
o Folder 16:  Speech, Vietnam [July 1969] [MLS], Speech and notes 
o Folder 17:  Speech, Vietnam [July 1969] [MLS], Info  
o Folder 18:  Speech, Vietnam [July 1969] [MLS], Correspondence [arranged in 
rough chronological order] 
o Folder 19:  Eulogy [1970-1980] [MLS], Eulogies and notes by MLS [arranged 
by name of deceased] 
o Folder 20:  Eulogy [1970-1980] [MLS], Eulogies by others [arranged by name of 
deceased] 
o Folder 21:  Speech, Journalism in Chains [Fall 1978] [MLS], Speech and essays 
o Folder 22:  Speech, Journalism in Chains [Fall 1978] [MLS], Articles and info 
o Folder 23:  1/19/79  AASCU Award—Marvin L. Stone + Journalism in Chains 
Speech [MLS] [Note:  Contains mostly correspondence, arranged 
chronologically] 
o Folder 24:  2,--Journalism Generally [1979-1980] [MLS], Speeches and notes 
o Folder 25:  2,--Journalism Generally [1979-1980] [MLS], Articles and info 
o Folder 26:  2,--Journalism Generally [1979-1980] [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 27:  1980 Hawaii [MLS] 
o Folder 28:  ASME Speech—“Editor as Manager” [Jan 1980] [MLS] 
o Folder 29:  Chapel of the Four Chaplains; Inspirational [Jan 18, 1980] [MLS] 
o Folder 30:  Palm Beach Round Table Speech  4/17/80 [MLS] 
o Folder 31:  Palm Beach Round Table (1980), articles & correspondence 
o Folder 32:  2, Vermont Speeches;  Does it matter who is president? [Oct 3, 1980 
& Oct 1, 1982] [MLS] 
o Folder 33:  4 Chaplains Award Speech (and info on Chapel)  1/18/81 [MLS] 
o Folder 34:  Boys’ Club—Huntington WVa  Feb 26 1981 [MLS] 
o Folder 35:  Literacy and teaching [May-June 1981] [MLS], MLS Speeches, 
Notes, and Correspondence 
o Folder 36:  Literacy and teaching [May-June 1981] [MLS], Speeches by others 
o Folder 37:  Literacy and teaching [May-June 1981] [MLS], Articles [arranged 
chronologically] 
Box 29 
o Folder 38:  Reading Reform Foundation Speech  8/15/81 [MLS] 
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o Folder 39:  Katzenberg NYC  Oct 26 1981; Waldorf-Astoria [MLS] 
o Folder 40:  Conn[?]Conv[?]/Speech [MLS][ June 2-11, 1982] [Note:  deals with 
Jimmy Carter] 
o Folder 41:  Business + Media [Sept 1982] [MLS], Speech Drafts 
o Folder 42:  Business + Media [Sept 1982] [MLS], Articles and info 
o Folder 43:  Press [Nov 8, 1982] [MLS], Acceptance Speech for Elijah Parish 
Lovejoy Award 
o Folder 44:  Press [Nov 8, 1982] [MLS], Articles and info 
o Folder 45:  Vermont Synagogue Speech [Oct 30, 1983] [MLS] 
o Folder 46:  Hawaii  April 9-13 1985;  Washington Scene [MLS] 
o Folder 47:  AASCU Speech, Bal Harbor, Florida   November 25, 1985 [MLS] 
o Folder 48:  Speeches [MLS] [1985-1988] 
o Folder 49:  Hawaii Speech – 4/7/87 [MLS] 
o Folder 50:  Ethics Confc Moscow [The Freedom Forum] [April 6-7, 1995] [MLS] 
[Contains speeches, articles, info, & flyers]  
o Folder 51:  What’s wrong with US Press [MLS], Speech and correspondence 
o Folder 52:  What’s wrong with US Press [MLS], Articles and information 
o Folder 53:  [Bundled speeches] [MLS] Table of contents; and 1-12 [MLS] 
o Folder 54:  [Bundled speeches] [MLS] 13-32 [MLS] 
o Folder 55:  [Bundled speeches] [MLS] Colleges [MLS] 
Other Places and Organizations, undated or multiple dates 
o Folder 56:  International, (also China (Taiwan) speech) [MLS] 
o Folder 57:  Press vs. Gov’t; Press and Policy [MLS], Speeches by identified 
persons 
o Folder 58:  Press vs. Gov’t; Press and Policy [MLS], Speeches by unidentified 
persons 
o Folder 59:  Press vs. Gov’t; Press and Policy [MLS], Clipped items [MLS] 
o Folder 60:  Press vs. Gov’t; Press and Policy [MLS], Articles and Essays 
[Arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 61:  Press vs. Gov’t; Press and Policy [MLS], Correspondence [Arranged 
chronologically] 
o Folder 62:  Washington Overview Speech (VT); Miscellany Speeches [MLS] 
o Folder 63:  Speech; The Magazine [MLS] 
o Folder 64:  Reporting-General [MLS] [Contains a Henry Grunwald speech and 
many articles] 
o Folder 65:  Speech [MLS], Speeches by identified persons [Arranged by last 
name] [Note:  Contains one MLS speech] 
o Folder 66:  Speech [MLS], Speeches by unidentified persons 
o Folder 67:  Speech [MLS], Articles and Info 
o Folder 68:  Speech [MLS], Correspondence and memos 
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o Folder 69:  Speech [MLS], Issues, Substanive [sic] [MLS] [Contains articles and 
some reports] 
o Folder 70:  Eulogies; Speeches, notes, & info 
o Folder 71:  Eulogies; Articles & Info 
o Folder 72:  Eulogies; Programs 
o Folder 73:  Items relating to speeches [alphabetized by organization / name] 
o Folder 74:  Speech Humor [MLS] [Note:  There are things written and crossed 
out all over the folder, but “Speech Humor” is the one that best defines the 
contents.] 
o Folder 75:  Speech Material [MLS] [Contains a mix of articles, notes, and 
speeches] 
o Folder 76:  Press [2] [MLS], Speeches 
o Folder 77:  Press [2] [MLS], Articles & Info 
o Folder 78:  Press [2] [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 79:  Reporting [MLS] 
o Folder 80:  [bound folders, Humor] [MLS], Speech Humor [1] [MLS], Speeches 
& Notes 
o Folder 81:  [bound folders, Humor] [MLS], Speech Humor [1] [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 82:  [bound folders, Humor] [MLS], Speech Humor [2] [MLS], Speeches 
& notes 
o Folder 83:  [bound folders, Humor] [MLS], Speech Humor [2] [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 84:  [bound folders, Humor] [MLS], Humor [MLS] 
Box 30 
o Folder 85:  [bound folders, Humor] [MLS], Humor (press) [MLS] 
o Folder 86:  [bound folders, Humor] [MLS], Humor--general [MLS] 
o Folder 87:  Others’ Speeches [MLS] 
• Sub-series VIg:  MLS Writings 
o Folder 1:  ML Stone’s Unpublished Book on Asia (1959) [MLS], 
Correspondence, Edits, & Table of Contents 
o Folder 2:  ML Stone’s Unpublished Book on Asia (1959) [MLS], Chapters 1-2 
(Approach to Asia) [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  ML Stone’s Unpublished Book on Asia (1959) [MLS], Chapters 3-8 
(Prong North) [MLS] 
o Folder 4:  ML Stone’s Unpublished Book on Asia (1959) [MLS], Chapters 9-10 
(Prong Center) [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  ML Stone’s Unpublished Book on Asia (1959) [MLS], Chapters 11-16 
(Prong South) [MLS] 
o Folder 6:  ML Stone’s Unpublished Book on Asia (1959) [MLS], Chapter 17 
(Beyond the Frontier) [MLS] 
• Sub-series VIh:  Organizations [arranged by name] 
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o Folder 1:  Boy Scout Hike [MLS] [Note:  contains photos and articles about a 
hike Marvin Stone participated in as a child] 
o Folder 2:  Gulf Oil [MLS] [early 1960s, advice seeking] [Contains articles and 
correspondence] 
o Folder 3:  RAC [Research Analysis Corporation] [MLS] [Offering Stone an 
appointment as a consultant] 
o Folder 4:  U.S. Navy, U.S. Navy Officer Service Record; Stone, Marvin 
Lawrence, File No. 369168, USNR [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  U.S. Navy, Navy Records 
o Folder 6:  U.S. Navy, Navy War College [MLS] [1961[?]] 
o Folder 7:  U.S. Navy, Navy Memorial FDN [MLS] [arranged in rough 
chronological order] [1978-1984] 
o Folder 8:  U.S. Navy, The Unforgettable Days of Navy V-12 at Emory & Henry 
College [book] [MLS] [1992] 
o Folder 9:  U.S. Navy, [Emory & Henry College, Alumni Office; Navy V-12 
Reunion, June 5-7, 1992] [MLS] 
o Folder 10:  U.S. Navy, U.S. Navy, Fox Signature [?] [Note:  Contains 
correspondence and articles.  A student worker labeled this “U.S. Navy, Fox 
Signature,” but what that means is unclear. [1993] 
o Folder 11:  U.S. Navy, U.S.S. Osage LSV-3, Commanded by Harry “H” Keith, 
Captain, USN, Log Book and Captain’s War Diary with Reminiscence of 
shipmates, 30 December 1944 to 31 December 1945 [book] [MLS] [1996[?]] 
o Folder 12:  U.S. Navy, Osage Reunion, New Orleans [MLS] [1997] 
o Folder 13:  U.S. Navy, Osage  Oct 2-3-4 [MLS] [1997-1998] 
o Folder 14:  U.S. Navy, Correspondence [arranged in chronological order] 
o Folder 15:  U.S. Navy, Articles, Info, & Other Items 
o Folder 16:  Pentagon,   
o Folder 17:  Pentagon,  N.Y. Times [MLS] 
o Folder 18:  Pentagon, Hearst [MLS] 
o Folder 19:  Washington Opera 1983-85 [MLS] [Note:  Contains correspondence, 
some of which is from 1981.  Arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 20:  Washingon Opera, Correspondence & Photos 
• Sub-series VI i:  Awards and Distinctions 
o Folder 1:  Awards, 1950s – 1990s 
o Folder 2:  Club Memberships [MLS] 
o [Air Force One flight certificates] (these say that he flew as a guest for Ford, 
Carter, and Reagan) [OVERSIZED; moved to Box 38] 
o Folder 3:  MLS Personal Papers:  Cosmos Letters [MLS] [1950s-1990s, 
arranged chronologically] 
o Folder 4:  MLS Personal--Eagle Award [MLS] [Feb 1983] 
o Folder 5:  [Envelope:  Lou Milione, Eagle Award Luncheon] [MLS] 
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o Folder 6:  MLS Personal; Senate—May, 1983; American Eagle Award [Photos] 
[MLS] 
o Folder 7:  Knight International Fell, Photos, Personal Mention (Knight) [MLS] 
[Note:  Has a Patrick Leahy letter and items about O. O. McIntyre] 
o Folder 8:  Bios [Knight International Fellow, 1992 [?]] [MLS] 
o Folder 9:  Marshall, Honorary Degree 
o Folder 10:  Honorary Degree—Elon College—May 1982 [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  Photos, [Elon College, 1982] [MLS] 
o Folder 12:  Elon College degree mount (with announcement of honorary degree) 
o Folder 13:  Elon College degree mount (empty) 
o Folder 14:  Emory and Henry College degree mount (with announcement for 
honorary degree) 
Box 31 
o [20th Anniversary of Service to U.S. News] [OVERSIZED; MISSING] 
o Folder 15:  Marshall, Marvin L. Stone Journalism Library, Correspondence 
o Folder 16:  Marshall, Marvin L. Stone Journalism Library, Articles & 
Information 
o Folder 17:  Marvin L. Stone Award 
o Folder 18:  MLS Binder, National Distinguished Alumnus Award [MLS] 
o [Honorary Citizen:  Missouri] [OVERSIZED; moved to Box 38] 
• Sub-series VI j:  Articles 
o Folder 1:  Journalism generally [MLS], Articles on ethics 
o Folder 2:  Journalism generally [MLS], Other articles 
o Folder 3:  Journalism generally [MLS], Correspondence & Drafts 
o Folder 4:  Journalism generally [MLS], Booklets & Reports 
o Folder 5:  Jane Fonda [MLS] 
o Folder 6:  Columns worth saving [MLS] 
o Folder 7:  Misc. Press [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 8:  Misc. Press [MLS], Drafts & Correspondence 
o Folder 9:  [bound folders, New Year’s], [MLS], Source Material; NY Eve 
1979/80 [MLS] 
o Folder 10:  [bound folders, New Year’s], New Year’s Eve, previous years [MLS], 
Articles 
o Folder 11:  [bound folders, New Year’s], New Year’s Eve, previous years [MLS], 
Humor 
o Folder 12:  [bound folders, New Year’s], New Year’s Eve, previous years [MLS], 
Correspondence and lists 
o Folder 13:  Humor (general) [MLS] 
o Folder 14:  More Humor 
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o Folder 15:  Other articles 
o Folder 16:  Articles & Photos [MLS]  
o Folder 17:  Japan Clippings [?] 
• Sub-series VI k:  Personal Mention 
o Folder 1:  Personal mention (general) [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 2:  Personal mention (general) [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 3:  Personal mention--(Pix)--Press [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 4:  Personal mention--(Pix)--Press [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 5:  Personal mention--(Pix)--Press [MLS], Postcards, Bios, & Info 
o Folder 6:  Personal mention [1] [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 7:  Personal mention [1] [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 8:  Personal mention [2] [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 9:  Personal mention [2] [MLS], Correspondence 
o Folder 10:  Personal mention [2] [MLS], Info, Invitations, Vocational Interest 
Blank, Bios, etc 
o Folder 11:  Summaries of news stories 
o Folder 12:  Personal mention, no context/undated 
o Folder 13:  Personal mention, 1949-1969 
o Folder 14:  Personal mention, 1973-1976 
Box 32 
o Folder 15:  Personal mention, 1977-1979 
o Folder 16:  Personal mention, 1980-1981 
o Folder 17:  Personal mention, 1982 
o Folder 18:  Personal mention, 1983 
o Folder 19:  Personal mention, 1984-1985 
o Folder 20:  Personal mention, 1986-1989 
o Folder 21:  Personal mention, 1990-1999 
o Folder 22:  Articles with comments/correspondence 
• Sub-series VI  L:  Travel 
o Folder 1:  [bound materials:  Budapest] [MLS] 
o Folder 2:  [folder:  China Cruise] [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  [folder:  Italy] [MLS] 
o Folder 4:  [Photos, Seabourn Cruise Line, Atlantic-Pacific [?]] [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  Crown Cruise Line [January 1993], Photos 
o Folder 6:  Crown Cruise Line [January 1993], Info, receipts, etc 
o Folder 7:   [folder:  Seabourn] [MLS] 
o Folder 8:  Souvenirs [MLS], Articles 
o Folder 9:  Souvenirs [MLS], Correspondence 
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o Folder 10:  Souvenirs [MLS], Other items 
o Folder 11:  Photos & souvenirs 
o Folder 12:  Travel with Government, Correspondence, Info 
o Folder 13:  Information books 
o Folder 14:  Maps 
o National Geographic Atlas of the Fifty United States  [OVERSIZED; moved to 
Box 38] 
o Folder 15:  Credentials, Tickets, & Receipts 
Box 33 
• Sub-series VI m:  Credentials [arranged according to the 
country/organization who issued them] 
o Folder 1:  United Nations 
o Folder 2:  USA, U.S. Passports 
o Folder 3:  USA, Presidential 
o Folder 4:  USA, U.S. Government & Military 
o Folder 5:  USA, Political Conventions 
o Folder 6:  USA, ASME [American Society of Magazine Editors [?]] 
o Folder 7:  USA, Space Program & NASA 
o Folder 8:  USA, Other organizations 
o Folder 9:  Europe, Canada, & Americas  
o Folder 10:  Asia and South Pacific 
o Folder 11:  Unsure Location 
o Folder 12:  Membership cards 
• Sub-series VI n:  Other Items 
o Folder 1:  MLS Biographical Information 
o Folder 2:  CV’s [MLS] 
o Folder 3:  MLS Obituaries [Note:  Contains a letter to Terry Stone] 
o Folder 4:  Daily Planners, [1984 Calendar] [MLS] 
o Folder 5:  Daily Planners, The Times Diary [1984] [MLS] 
o Folder 6:  Daily Planners, [group 1987-2000] [MLS] 
o Folder 7:  Daily Planners, Other Planners & Itineraries 
Box 34 
o Folder 8:  Donations and Charity 
o Folder 9:  Letters of recommendation by MLS 
o Folder 10:  George London Benefit 11/4/81 [MLS] 
o Folder 11:  Items relating to dinners 
o Folder 12:  [envelope, “Images of Israel” by Cheri Light] [MLS] 
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o Folder 13:  Poetry [MLS] 
o Folder 14:  More Poetry 
o Folder 15:  [binder, Gardening] [MLS], Loose items [MLS] 
o Folder 16:  [binder, Gardening] [MLS], Bound materials [MLS] 
o Folder 17:  Business Cards 
o Folder 18:  Bumper stickers, plaques, stickers, patches, etc 
o Folder 19:  Orphaned items (context lost) 
o Folder 20:  Cards, info, disks, booklets, programs, humor, etc 
o Folder 21:  Cards, info, disks, booklets, programs, humor, etc 
Boxes 35-36 
• Sub-series VI o:  Stone’s Videos 
o Tape 1:  China 
o Tape 2:  Culcon ’86 TV News coverage in Japan (2 minutes) 
o Tape 3:  World Monitor, Korean War Correspondents  06/25/90, Korean 
Unification  07/02/90 
o Tape 4:  Korea, Beyond all Barriers 
o Tape 5:  U.S. News,  “Carter Reagan Debate” Pt. 1 
o Tape 6:  U.S. News, Carter Reagan Debate Pt. 2 
o Tape 7:  “Carter Reagan Debate” PT. 1 
o Tape 8:  “Carter Reagan Debate” PT. 2 
o Tape 9:  Carter-Reagan Debates 1980 with Marvin Stone [Note:  contains a brief 
letter] 
o Tape 10:  Jimmy Carter Library, One Copenhill Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30307; 
WHCA Video, C1301, 1980 Carter/Reagan Debate, October 28, 1980 
o Tape 11:  USIA [Title No:  AZ 99999 11c; ABC Good Morning America – 
Ronald Reagan, Jr. and Jeff Trible (11-19-1987); Running Time 05 min. 30 secs.;  
color;  Language:  English 
o Tape 12:  Reagan; 2.5 minutes, 3653 
o Tape 13:  “Good Morning America” April 29, 1983 
o Tape 14:  U.S. News, MLS “Good Morning America” April 29, 1983 
o Tape 15:  U.S.  News & World Report, “Reach for the Stars” (24:00, Job #1167) 
o Tape 16:  Job #1167, 24:00, U.S.  News & World Report, “Reach for the Stars” 
o Tape 17:  U.S. News, “Golden Eagle Award” 
o Tape 18:  Title No:  AZ 99999 750, Chautoqua Conference – Tbilisi; Running 
Time:  026 mins. 00 secs.  Color   Language:  Music 
o Tape 19:  Chautauque in the Soviet Union, Parts Ia & Ib (Fourth General 
Conference on U.S. – Soviet Relations, September 1988 
o Tape 20:  Chautauque in the Soviet Union, Part II (Fourth General Conference on 
U.S. – Soviet Relations, September 1988 
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o Tape 21:  Chautauqua Institution 1988 Conference, Wned [?] Buffalo 
o Tape 22:  Seville Expo 92, MLS Studio Sequence, 4/5/90 
o Tape 23:  The International Media Fund:  Expanding the Boundaries of Press 
Freedom (12 min.) 
o Tape 24:  The International Media Fund:  Expanding the Boundaries of Press 
Freedom (12 min.) 
o Tape 25:  The International Media Fund:  Expanding the Boundaries of Press 
Freedom (12 min.) 
o Tape 26:  The International Media Fund:  Expanding the Boundaries of Press 
Freedom (12 min.) 
o Tape 27:  3rd item:  Stone at Warsaw dedication of library 
o Tape 28:  1984 Marshall University Football Highlight Film 
o Tape 29:  The Race for # 1:  The College Football Report, November 9, 1985, 
Remembering Marshall University 
o Tape 30:  [torn label, seems to read:  Society of Yeager Scholars, “Only the Best”] 
o Tape 31:  Marshall University “Toward a New Century” 10:14 
o Tape 32:  Ernie Salvatore Roast 
o Tape 33:  MLS Roast, 3-29-85 
Other Tapes [Note:  There was a detached label that read “Tale of Two 
Journeys” in the box, but I don’t know what it belonged to.] 
o Tape 34:  Your Window to the World, Seabourn Cruise Line (complimentary 
video) 
o Tape 35:  Unlabelled tape 1 
o Tape ##:  Unlabelled tape 2 [missing] 
• Sub-series VI p:  Stone’s Audio Recordings 
o Tape 1:  Honorary Doctor of Letters; Marvin Lawrence Stone; May 26, 1968 
o Tape 2:  10-29-80; MacNeil/Lehrer (MLS) 
o Tape 3:  Roscoe Elard—1949; spoken May 23 1959; replayed May 30 1969 
o Box 1:  Cassettes:  Larry King Show, etc [MLS] 
▪ Judge Wm Webster-FBI    Adm S Turner-CIA    Marvin Stone-US News 
& World Report   Palm Beach Round Table   April 17, 1980; 1285, 110:25, 
C120 
▪ Memorial Service for Lois Karasik.  4/15/81.  National Cathedral.  
Bethlehem Chapel 
▪ Larry King Show, Guest:  Marvin Stone, Sept 30, 1981 
• Tape 1 
• Tape 2 
• Tape 3 
▪ MLS Farewell Roast 3/29/85 (goes to side B) 
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▪ ESU Speech   10/7/87  /  MLS English Speaking Union, Oct 1987 – 
London 
▪ Presentation by MR Marvin Stone, Deputy Director USIA “Press Agency 
journalism workshop, Tunis CAPJC 4/6/1988 
▪ MLS on ABC’s Nightline 
▪ Stone Wedding 11/4 [Note:  The other side of the tape has erased text on 
it] 
▪ MPA Bermuda Conference, “The Courtroom vs. the Newsroom by 
Friendly, B-8, The Martin S. Fliesler Company, Inc. 
Box 37 
• Non-print Items (matchbooks, napkins, medals, coins, lapel buttons, memorabilia, etc) 
 
Box 38 
• Oversized Items (scrapbooks, photos, framed items, seals, cards, INS publications, etc) 
 
Box 39 
• Oversized Items (plaques & seals) 
 
Box 40 
• Oversized Items (yearbooks, plaques, INS publications, memorabilia) 
 
Box 41:  Stone’s Books 
o Coolidge, Calvin.  The Autobiography of Calvin Coolidge.  Rutland:  Academy 
Books, 1972. 
o Coolidge, Calvin.  The Autobiography of Calvin Coolidge.  New York:  
Cosmopolitan Book Corporation, 1929. 
o Coolidge, Calvin.  Calvin Coolidge Says:  Dispatches written by former-president 
Coolidge and syndicated to Newspapers in 1930-1931.  Plymouth, VT:  Calvin 
Coolidge Memorial Foundation, 1972. 
o Curtis, Jane and Will Curtis and Frank Lieberman.  Return to these hills:  the 
Vermont years of Calvin Coolidge.  Woodstock, VT:  Curtis – Lieberman Books, 
1985. 
o Frankel, Max.  The Catto Report on Journalism and Society:  Media Madness:  
The Revolution So Far. with a report of the Second Annual Catto Conference on 
Journalism and Society by David Bollier.  Washington, DC:  The Aspen Institute, 
1999. 
o Fuess, Claude M.  Calvin Coolidge:  the Man from Vermont.  Boston:  Little, 
Brown and Company, 1940. 
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o Hearst, William Randolph, Jr. and Jack Casserly.  The Hearsts:  Father and Son.  
Niwot, CO:  Roberts Rinehart Publishers, 1991. 
o Lathem, Edward Connery (editor).  Calvin Coolidge:  cartoons of his presidential 
years.  Plymouth, VT:  The Calvin Coolidge Memorial Foundation, 1973. 
o Lathem, Edward Connery (editor).  Meet Calvin Coolidge:  the man behind the 
myth.  Brattleboro, VT:  The Stephen Greene Press:  1960. 
o Lathem, Edward Connery (editor).  Meet Calvin Coolidge:  the man behind the 
myth.  Brattleboro, VT:  The Stephen Greene Press:  1960. 
o Lathem, Edward Connery (editor).  Your Son, Calvin Coolidge:  a selection of 
letters from Calvin Coolidge to His Father.  Montpelier:  Vermont Historical 
Society, 1968. 
o MacNeil, Robert.  The 1997 Catto Report on Journalism and Society:  Market 
Journalism:  New Highs, New Lows.  Washington, DC:  The Aspen Institute, 
1997. 
o Moffat, Charles Hill.  Marshall University:  An institution comes of age, 1837-
1980.  Marshall University Alumni Association, 1981.  (signed copy) 
o Orton, Vrest.  Calvin Coolidge’s unique Vermont inauguration.  3rd ed.  Rutland:  
Academy Books, 1981.  (signed copy) 
o Orton, Vrest.  Calvin Coolidge’s unique Vermont inauguration.  3rd ed.  Rutland:  
Academy Books, 1981. 
o Silver, Thomas B.  Coolidge and the Historians.  Durham, NC:  Carolina 
Academic Press, 1982. 
o Slemp, C. Bascom.  The Mind of the President as revealed by himself in his own 
words.  New York:  Doubleday, Page & Company, 1981. 
o Slemp, C. Bascom.  The Mind of the President as revealed by himself in his own 
words.  New York:  Doubleday, Page & Company, 1981. 
o Turner, Ralph J.  Marshall Memories:  a pictorial history of Marshall University 
1837-1987.  A Marshall University Sesquicentennial Publication published in 
cooperation with the Office of University Relations, copyright 1986.  (signed by 
author for Marvin Stone) 
o Webb, Kenneth B.  From Plymouth Notch to President:  the farm boyhood of 
Calvin Coolidge.  Taftsville,VT:  The Countryman Press:  1978.  
o White, William Allen.  A Puritan in Babylon:  The Story of Calvin Coolidge.  
New York:  The Macmillan Company, 1938. (signed by the author for David 
Lawrence) 
Box 42:  Stone’s Binders 
• Contains special binders and folders. 
 
Stone’s Magazines (discarded) 
o Dateline 1957:  The Magazine of the Overseas Press Club of America, Vol. 1, No. 
1  
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o Dateline 1960:  The Magazine of the Overseas Press Club of America, Vol. 4, No. 
1 
o Dateline 1980:  A Publication of the Overseas Press Club of America, Vol. XXIV 
1980. (2 copies) 
o Highlights:  The Monthly Book for Children, Vol. 34, No, 10 December 15, 1979, 
Issue No. 352. [contains an MLS article] 
o Life:  The Year in Pictures 1972, Vol. 73, No. 25, December 29, 1972. 
o Nieman Reports:  The Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard University, 
Vol. 53, No. 3, Fall 1999 
o The Saturday Evening Post, Vol. 230, No. 14, October 5, 1957. 
o The Saturday Evening Post, Issue No. 44.  December 14, 1963. 
o Time Magazine:  150 Years of Photo Journalism (“Special Collector’s Edition”), 
Fall 1989 
o U.S. News & World Report, Vol. LVI No. 25, June 22, 1964. 
o U.S. News & World Report, Vol. LXI No. 23, December 5, 1966. (4 copies) 
o U.S. News & World Report (NPC Inaugural Issue), January 28, 1967. 
o U.S. News & World Report, Vol. LXIX No.12, September 21, 1970. 
o U.S. News & World Report, Vol. LXIX No. 13, September 28, 1970. [“My Issue” 
is written on the cover] 
o U.S. News & World Report, Vol. LXXIV No. 9, February 26, 1973. 
o U.S. News & World Report, Vol. LXXIX No. 6, August 11, 1975. 
o U.S. News & World Report, Vol. LXXX No. 17, April 26, 1976. 
o U.S. News & World Report (Golden Anniversary Issue), Vol. 94 No. 18, May 9, 
1983. 
▪ “What the Next 50 Years Will Bring” (A special supplement to mark the 
golden anniversary of U.S. News & World Report) (2 copies) 
o World:  America’s Magazine of World Events, Vol. 1.  No. 11., April 1, 1954 
Stone’s Newspapers (discarded) 
• Bundled Edition (front pages of historical events) 
• Akahata (Red Flag)—Japan Communist Party Paper:  July 22, 1969. 
• Asahi Evening News:  Monday, July 21, 1969 (2 copies). 
• Asahi Evening News (extra):  Tuesday, July 22, 1969. 
• Berita Harian, Selasa:  July 22, 1969. 
• The China Press, Shanghai:  Friday, November 30, 1945 
• The China Press, Shanghai:  Sunday, December 2, 1945. 
• Combat,  Rue du Croissant, Paris:  July 21, 1969. 
• Corriere Della Sera, Milano:  July 21, 1969. 
• Daily Express:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• The Daily Mail:  Thursday, February 7, 1952. 
• The Daily Mail:  Friday, February 15, 1952. 
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• The Daily Mail:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• Daily News, Manila, Philippines:  Thursday, September 20, 1945. 
• The Daily Okinawan:  Monday, April 1, 1946. 
• Die Welt:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• The Detroit News (Souvenir Edition):  Tuesday, August 5, 1969. 
• El Alcázar, Madrid:  July 21, 1969. 
• Eastern Sun:  Tuesday, July 22, 1969. 
• The Evening Star (extra), Washington, D.C.:  Friday, November 22, 1963. 
• France Soir:  July 22, 1969. 
• The Front Page, New York, N.Y.:  Wednesday, November 3, 1948. 
• The Front Page, New York, N.Y.:  Thursday, February 24, 1949. 
• The Front Page, New York, N.Y.:  Thursday, March 10, 1949. 
• Für Bonn Express:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• General-Anzeiger:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• Hannoversche Presse:  Monday, July 21 1969. 
• Il Giorno, Milano:  July 21, 1969. 
• Informaciones, Madrid:  July 21, 1969. 
• International Herald Tribune, Paris:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• I’ Unita, Organo de Partito Comunista Italiano:  July 21, 1969. 
o [attached is a note that reads]:  “NB:  This front page is that of the official 
Communist Party organ.” 
• The Japan Times (Extra No. 1):  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• The Japan Times (Extra No. 2):  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• The Japan Times:  Tuesday, July 22, 1969. 
• Jornal Do Brasil (extra), Rio de Janeiro, Segunda-feira:  July, 20, 1969 (3 copies). 
• Jornal Do Brasil (extra-2), Rio de Janeiro, Segunda-feira:  July, 21, 1969 (2 copies). 
• Journal American, New York:  Friday, April 20, 1951. 
• Journal American, New York:  Tuesday, November 2, 1954 (2 copies). 
• L’Aurore:  July 21, 1969. 
• La France Australe:  June 15, 1945. 
• La Nation:  July 21, 1969. 
• La Suisse:  July 21, 1969 (2 copies). 
• La Tribune de Genève:  July 21, 1969. 
• Le Figaro:  July 21, 1969. 
• Le Monde:  July 22, 1969. 
• Mainich [?]:  July 22, 1969. 
• The Mainichi Daily News:  Tuesday, July 22, 1969. 
• The Malay Mail:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• Navy News, Guam Edition, Guam, Marianas Islands:  Saturday, March 23, 1946. 
• Neue Ruhr Zeitung:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• Neue Zürcher Zeitung:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• The New York Times, New York:  July 21, 1969. 
• The New York Times, New York:  August 9, 1974. 
• The New York Times (special supplement, “Winston Churchill:  His Life and Times”). 
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• The New York Times Book Review:  January 24, 1965, pgs 19-22. 
• Nihon Keizai:  July 22, 1969. 
• O Estado of Sao Paulo [clipping of a comic], Terga:  July 15, 1969. 
• O Estado of Sao Paulo, Terga:  July 18, 1969. 
• O Globo, Rio de Janeiro:  July 20, 1969. 
• O Globo, Rio de Janeiro:  July 21, 1969. 
• Pacific Stars and Stripes:  Tuesday, July 22, 1969. 
• Pacific Stars and Stripes:  Saturday, October 6, 1945. 
• Panama American, Panama:  February 8, 1945 (2 copies). 
• The Parthenon, Huntington, WV:  Friday, September 10, 1948. 
• Philippine Press, Manila:  Monday, September 17, 1945. 
• Pueblo, Madrid.  July 21, 1969. 
• Rheinische Post, Düsseldorf:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• Sankei [?]:  July 22, 1969. 
• The Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury:  November 27, 1945. 
• The Shanghai Herald, Shanghai:  Wednesday, November 28, 1945. 
• Shin Min Daily News:  Tuesday, July 22, 1969. 
• Stampa Sera:  Tuesday, July 22, 1969. 
• The Straits Times:  July 21, 1969. 
• The Straits Times:  July 22, 1969 (2 copies). 
• The Sun, Baltimore:  Saturday, November 23, 1963. 
• Tokyo Shimbun:  July 22, 1969. 
• Ultima Hora, Rio de Janeiro, Segunda-feira:  July 21, 1969 (4 copies). 
• Utusan Malaysia, Tahun Kedua:  July 22, 1969. 
• Vos de Manila:  September 20, 1945. 
• The Washington Post:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• The Washington Post:  Friday, August 9, 1974. 
• The Washington Star, Washington, D.C.:  Friday, August 7, 1981. 
• Westdeutsche Allgemeine:  Monday, July 21, 1969. 
• The Yomiuri:  Tuesday, July 22, 1969. 
• The Yomiuri Shimbu:  July 22, 1969. 
 
[Folder]:  “V-J Day 1945” 
• International Herald Tribune:  November 12-13, 1983. 
• The Washington Times:  August 14, 1985. 
 
Missing Items 
 
• [Press Information; Visit of President Ronald Reagan to London; June 7-9, 1982] [MLS]  
• [20th Anniversary of Service to U.S. News] [OVERSIZED] 
• [Envelope:  Asia] (was filed in Personal, Sub-series VIc:  Photos)  
